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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The evaluation of educational initiatives, such as the Academies programme, raises interesting
questions as to the appropriate analytical tools and methodologies to be adopted in the
evaluation. In this Research Report, we examine two main literatures which are relevant to this
area. The first is the large and growing literature on the assessment of value added in the
education sector. The second is the developing literature on programme evaluation in contexts
where the conditions for carrying out randomised control trials (RCTs) are not fulfilled. We
will examine both the opportunities and remaining problems that these approaches present for
the evaluation of educational initiatives. In addition, we will seek to bring these two
approaches productively together in providing appropriate analytical tools for the evaluation of
educational initiatives, whether in a local, national or international context.
The concept of educational value added, and its potential roles in promoting and assessing
school effectiveness, are examined in Section 2. Section 3 examines a number of formulations
of the value added model, including the use of multilevel modelling to take into account the
hierarchical structure of pupils being educated within classes within schools. While the
efficiency of the parameter estimates can be improved by adjusting for the heteroscedasticity
which such a hierarchical structure implies, there remain potential problems of instability in
the parameter estimates which the associated Iterative Generalised Least Squares (IGLS)
estimation procedure generates. The magnitude of the estimates of the school effect which
multilevel models generate is examined in Section 4. While estimates of the difference that the
school makes range from 1.5 per cent to 25 per cent of the variance explained, most estimates
are concentrated around 10 per cent. This itself suggests that differences between schools in
general do not make dramatic differences to educational outcomes, once other variables are
taken into account. By far the largest part of the variance of individual pupil achievement is
that explained by individual pupil prior attainment, underlining the need to make use of value
added measures of pupil progress which adjust for this factor.
Section 5 examines a number of multivariate approaches to analysing value added. While the
use of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) multivariate regression analysis on pupil-level data does
not produce minimum variance estimates of the relevant parameters, it does nevertheless
produce estimates of the fixed effect coefficients of the model that will be unbiased. The
under-estimate of the standard error of the coefficient estimates which OLS produces,
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compared to the use of multilevel error component models, may, however, result in some fixed
effect variables being accepted as statistically significant under OLS which would not be found
to be so under multilevel modelling. The extent of this under-estimation will tend to be greater,
the greater is the intra-school correlation between the value-added residuals, and the greater
is the number of pupils per school.
However, while the estimates of the fixed effect parameters are unbiased under both multilevel
modelling and OLS, the estimates of the school random effects that indicate individual school
contributions to pupil value added are not unbiased under multilevel modelling. Instead the use
of a ‘shrinkage factor’ in the multilevel estimation procedure to reflect the assumed reliability
of parameter estimates reduces the estimates of school effectiveness, particularly for small
schools. Simulation studies show that the use of multilevel models are then not always strongly
preferable to the use of OLS on pupil-level data, particularly once possible instabilities in the
Iterative Generalised Least Squares (IGLS) procedure of multilevel modelling are taken into
account.
Section 6 reviews the use of non-parametric statistics to assess pupil progress and school
effectiveness in place of regression-based models of pupil value added.

This includes

particularly pupil value added computed from a comparison between a pupil’s actual level of
performance at GCSE or other Key Stage with the level of performance which would have
been predicted for them on the basis of their prior attainment at the previous stage, such as at
Key Stage 3 (KS3), using a ‘median curve’. The median curve is mapped out by graphing the
national median level of performance of pupils at the later stage, such as GCSE, amongst
pupils nationally with similar prior attainments at the earlier stage, such as at KS3, against their
prior attainment point score. School-level value added is computed by taking the arithmetic
average of the pupil-level value-added measures. Studies by the DfES show that the extent of
such pupil progress varies according to pupil gender, Free School Meals (FSM) eligibility, and
ethnicity, as well as school-level variables, such as the proportion of pupils in the school
eligible for FSM and the type of school involved. Systematically taking all of these additional
influences into account, and assessing their statistical significance, in estimating the additional
contribution which each individual school makes to pupil value added in the presence of
variations across schools in these variables is difficult under a non-parametric approach, but
remains feasible using a multilevel parametric model.
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Section 7 reviews several studies of school value added which disaggregate the analysis to
individual subject areas, and show both variations between schools in their levels of relative
effectiveness across subjects, and also that variables such as pupil gender and pupil social
background have a different influence on different subjects, such as English and mathematics.
Other value-added studies have included not only school effects but also teacher and class
effects when an extensive database on these intermediate variables has been available. In
contract to the insights which these disaggregated studies reveal, aggregated single-level
studies based upon regressing mean levels of school educational attainment on school mean
levels of explanatory variables risk the ‘ecological fallacy’ of misinterpreting the resultant
coefficients as confirming a significant relationship at an inappropriate level of the educational
process.
Section 8 reviews the large number of studies in England and elsewhere which have examined
the influence of additional explanatory variables in explaining pupil value added. These
include not only pupil gender, but also pupil background variables that may reflect socioeconomic disadvantage or initial difficulties when English is not the pupil’s first language or
a continuing influence of the pupil’s junior school. In addition, they include school context
variables which may reflect peer group pressures and wider social influences. The DfES’s
recent development of Contextual Value Added (CVA) models that incorporate many schooland pupil-level contextual variables using multilevel modelling, into the analysis of value
added in different subjects at different stages of the educational process, represents a
significant advance over earlier non-parametric methodology that did not take these variables
systematically into account.
Section 8 also reviews other studies which have included school resources and school
processes, and those which have examined the stability over time in annual estimates of
individual school effectiveness. These have found positive, though imperfect, correlations over
time in these annual estimates of school effectiveness, with different relative rates of individual
school improvement or deterioration and some evidence of changes in the relative efficiency
of different schools.
Different possible choices of the functional form for the value-added equation, and associated
choice of transformation of the variables, are reviewed in Section 9. The merits of the
logistic curve are discussed, alongside other choices such as a Cobb-Douglas formulation of
3

the educational production function, or a translog flexible functional form or a semi-log or
logarithmic-reciprocal model. Rather than simply regarding the school effect disturbance term
as an indicator of school effectiveness in a given single direction of educational attainment,
stochastic frontier analysis seeks to distinguish such effectiveness from heterogeneity of the
position of the underlying production frontier for each school due to additional unobserved
factors. In contrast, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) adopts a non-stochastic approach to
estimating a common production frontier for all schools that can take into account the multiple
outputs which the school produces in different subjects and at different stages of the
educational process. However, the coefficient of technical efficiency which DEA estimates for
each school in this multiple output context does not itself provide detailed information on the
effectiveness of the school in each relevant direction of educational attainment.
Section 10 examines extensive empirical studies which have been carried out into the possible
existence of differential slope parameters on pupil prior attainment across different schools.
Incorporating such a possibility through a random coefficients model allows greater
consideration to be given to issues of equality of treatment and of educational effectiveness
across different ability groups within the school. Mixed empirical evidence has been found in
this context, though with differentiation by subject again showing interesting variations in
school effectiveness. Other studies of differential school effectiveness have investigated the
possibility of differential school effectiveness for different pupil groups differentiated by
gender, ethnicity, FSM status or social class.
Section 11 examines several sources of possible endogeneity bias which may cause the
parameter estimates of OLS or multilevel modelling to be biased away from their true values.
The impact of several of these sources of endogeneity may be reduced by time lags and the
concentration of published school league tables to date on absolute levels of school educational
output levels, rather than chiefly value-added measures. However, one main remaining source
of endogeneity arises if an intermediate measure of pupil attainment, such as at KS3, if used as
the prior attainment measure for the explanation of pupil performance at a later stage, such as
at GCSE, within the same school, with the level of school effectiveness within the error
component analysis influencing both pupil performance at GCSE and at KS3. This suggests
the need to avoid such a source of endogeneity by focussing instead upon each school’s valueadded performance between KS2 and GCSE.
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Section 11 also examines the possible influence of measurement errors in biasing the
estimated coefficients in a value-added analysis away from their true value in an underlying
educational production function. However, knowledge of the true values in an underlying
educational production function becomes less critical when value-added analysis is itself
defined in terms of a comparison between achieved levels of pupil attainment and their
predicted levels, conditional on the observed values of the explanatory variables.
Nevertheless, there is a need for further research into the sensitivity of estimates of pupil- and
school-level value added to possible variations in the observed data within the range of their
likely inaccuracies, and the extent to which increasing the number of explanatory variables,
rather than greater parsimony in their selection, reduces the robustness of the estimates to
departures from the underlying assumptions of the model.
The developing literature on techniques of programme evaluation in conditions where
randomised control trials are not feasible is examined in Section 12. In the absence of a
random allocation of schools and pupils to the programme under a controlled experimental
design, selection bias may arise that can bias the estimates of the programme impact that are
generated by a technique such as multilevel modelling. The merits of other techniques, such as
difference-in-differences estimators, are discussed, both in the context of a homogeneous
(i.e. uniform) impact of the Academies programme on all schools participating in the
programme and in the context of a heterogeneous programme impact. Section 12 also
reviews the assumptions and implications of techniques of matching, such as the use of
Propensity Score Matching under which schools would be matched that had the same
probability of being selected for the Academies programme. In addition, the formulation of
relevant comparison groups is discussed in Section 12. An important common feature of
schools in the Academies programme is their low average level of pupil prior attainment at
KS2, which, in line with value-added analysis, can be used as a key criterion to define relevant
comparison groups.
A technique that has scope for application in the evaluation of the impact of the Academies
when school- and pupil-level data are available both before and after the start of the
programme is the use of a regression-adjusted conditional difference-in-differences
matching estimator. This can generate consistent estimates of the programme impact under
considerably weaker assumptions than those which are required under Propensity Score
Matching. In addition, its use can be productively linked to a value-added analysis of school
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effectiveness, both before and after the programme has been in operation, for both Academy
schools, and their predecessor schools, and for schools in the comparison group. By adjusting
measures of pupil attainment, such as examination results, for pupil prior attainment and other
relevant pupil- and school-level variables, value-added analysis not only isolates more closely
the contribution which the individual school makes to the pupil’s educational progress, but at
the same time corrects for many of the factors which would otherwise bias estimates of the
impact which participation in an educational initiative, such as the Academies programme, has
on those schools in the programme.
Several extensions to the application of relevant difference-in-differences techniques to the
evaluation of the Academies programme are discussed in Section 13. These extensions include
examining the impact of the programme on disaggregated measures of examination
performance at different stages of the educational process and in different subjects, on
attendance and exclusions, and on the characteristics of their pupil intake. In addition, they
include examining the impact of the programme on other secondary schools and on their
Primary Feeder schools.
Given the important contribution which value-added analysis can make both to programme
evaluation and to the assessment of school effectiveness, there is a need for further research
more widely into the impact which factors such as endogeneity bias, measurement error, choice
of functional form, and parsimony in the selection of explanatory variables, can make to valueadded estimates and their robustness, and into the relative merits of different estimation
techniques in the face of these additional considerations. Whilst any conclusions based upon
existing value-added models will be contingent upon the assumptions implicit in them, such
further research can advance our existing state of knowledge of the effect of possible
departures from these underlying assumptions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of educational initiatives, such as the Academies programme, raises interesting
questions as to the appropriate analytical tools and methodologies to be adopted in the
evaluation. In this Research Report, we examine two main literatures which are relevant to this
area. The first is the large and growing literature on the assessment of value added in the
education sector. The second is the developing literature on programme evaluation in contexts
where the conditions for carrying out randomised control trials (RCTs) are not fulfilled. We
will examine both the opportunities and remaining problems that these approaches present for
the evaluation of educational initiatives. In addition, we will seek to bring these two
approaches productively together in providing appropriate analytical tools for the evaluation of
educational initiatives, whether in a local, national or international context.
This review examines firstly the main approaches, conclusions, and issues of continued debate,
associated with the current literature on the concept and measurement of value added in
education, and especially in secondary education. Value added in its general economic sense
refers to the extent to which the value of the inputs into the production process is increased
when these inputs are transformed into the outputs of the production process. The concept of
value added, or ‘added value’, is defined by Kay (1993) as “the difference between the
(comprehensively accounted) value of a firm’s output and the (comprehensively accounted)
cost of the firm’s inputs”, arguing that “In this specific sense, adding value is both the proper
motivation of corporate activity and the measure of its achievement”. The computation of
value added in this and related contexts, such as the assessment and administration of Value
Added Tax, makes use of market prices to assess the value of inputs and outputs. However,
many of the inputs and outputs of education have no simple market value. In the case of
education, the inputs into the production process include not only resource inputs, but also
pupils with different individual characteristics who do not have a direct market value.
While the concept of human capital (Becker, 1993) has been complemented by the
computation of labour market rates of return on some stages of the educational process (see
e.g. Dearden et al, 2000) and on studying some subjects, such as A-level mathematics (Dolton
and Vignoles, 2002), significant problems remain for the computation of the economic value of
each different level of educational attainment at each intermediate stages of the educational
process before individuals enter the labour market (see Belfield, 2000). The relevance of
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market values in assessing the value added by education may also be reduced by the traditional
concern of education for equity of access and of provision for different levels of pupil ability,
and for the development of capabilities other than those orientated towards the labour market.
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2. THE VALUE ADDED CONCEPT
The broader economic issues are to some extent side-stepped by the more specific
interpretation which has been given in recent years to the concept of value added in assessing
performance within the education sector. This interpretation relates to the extent to which the
pupils who are the subject of the value-added analysis are achieving the levels of educational
performance that might be predicted for them at a given stage of the educational process,
based upon information on their educational attainments at an earlier stage of the educational
process, and upon other information that is considered relevant. For any given cohort Cjg of
pupils in school j at stage g of the educational process, this gives a definition of their
educational value added as:
vCjg =

∑ [q

iε C jg

ijg

− P( qijg qijg −r , xijg , s j )]

(2.1)

where qijg is a measure of the educational attainment of pupil i in school j at stage g of the
educational process, P(qijg⏐qijg-r, xijg, sj) denotes the predicted value of qijg conditional on the
prior attainment qijg-1 of pupil i in school j at a previous stage g-r of the educational process,
xijg is a vector of other pupil characteristics that are considered to have an influence on the
pupil’s educational progress, and sj is a vector of school-level variables that are considered
relevant to the analysis.
A frequent means of deriving the predicted value, P(qijg⏐qijg-r, xijg, sj), is the use of regression
analysis, in one of several different forms discussed below. The value added for each
individual pupil is then the difference between their actual educational attainment score and
that predicted for them, given qijg-r, xijg and sj, by the regression line based upon a wider sample
of pupils and/or schools. The definition of value added is therefore a relative one, of how well
the pupils have progressed compared to what can be predicted or expected for them, given their
prior attainment qijg-r, their other individual characteristics xijg and the school-level variables sj,
on the basis of a regression analysis of data on individual pupil achievements, qijg , and on qijg-r,
xijg and sj for pupils drawn from a wider sample of pupils and schools. The sum of the valueadded measures for all the relevant pupils in the school yields the value-added score for the
school as a whole in (2.1), when Cjg is taken to refer to all the pupils who have completed stage
g of the educational process in the school j at the relevant date. In order to adjust for the size of
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the school, the total value-added measure for the school may be divided by the number of
pupils in the school who have completed stage g of the educational process in the school at the
relevant date, to yield their average value added. A school will achieve a larger value-added
score if the computed residual values of its individual pupil attainments at stage g, when
compared to those that are predicted by the regression line, are greater. Such an outcome would
be achieved, for example, by ensuring that their pupil achievements at stage g are all a larger
distance above the predictive regression line. This basic approach is therefore referred to as
Residual Gain Analysis by Fitz-Gibbon (1995).
The main roles which the value added concept is seeking to fulfil relate particularly to the
assessment, and possible improvement, of school effectiveness. These potential roles include
those of:
i. providing useful information to the management of each school on their performance relative
to other schools in similar circumstances;
ii. providing information to parents on the school’s educational effectiveness; and
iii. providing information to the wider public on the relative performance of the school to
promote public accountability.
Much of the interest in school value-added measures in this context has arisen as a reaction to
the perceived deficiencies of unadjusted school league tables that followed the requirement of
the 1980 Education Act for secondary schools in England to publish their examination results.
These presented summary measures of pupil achievements, qijg, within the school without
making any allowances for differences in pupil prior attainment levels or in other variables
within the vectors xijg and sj that might be considered relevant in a value-added analysis. In
contrast, a value-added approach to the assessment of school effectiveness implicitly regards
the role of the school as adding value to pupils, who may start from different levels of prior
attainment and have other relevant characteristics, that may influence their ability to achieve
different levels of performance at the end of the given stage of the educational process.
The extent of the contribution of the school to the process of adding value can only then be
gauged once the levels of prior attainment and the other relevant characteristics are taken into
10

account. Schools that serve pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds, but who none the less
succeed in achieving examination results that are significantly higher than would be predicted
for such a group of pupils, may then be judged as very effective under a value-added approach,
but might be unfairly judged as ineffective if only their unadjusted position in school league
tables was taken into account without regard to their disadvantaged pupil intake. In response to
such criticism of unadjusted school examination results, the Dearing Report (1993)
recommended the publication also of school value-added information as “a valuable
contribution to appraising performance and to improving accountability”.
A further important role for value-added analysis in the context of the Academies programme
is:
iv. assessing the extent to which programme participation and changes in school status succeed
in boosting the effectiveness of the schools concerned.
Because they are located in areas of social disadvantage, a value-added analysis approach has
clear attractions in addressing the issues which are involved in this assessment. Since iv. in
particular involves progress, and potential improvements in value added, over time, it is
important that the value-added framework adopted can compare changes in value added over
time in the Academies with the extent of the improvements which are taking place over the
same period of time in appropriate comparison groups of schools. We will return in Section
12 to a more detailed discussion of the issues which are involved in specifying appropriate
comparison groups, and associated techniques for programme evaluation. First, though, we will
review the alternative approaches which have been adopted in the existing literature to the
estimation of value-added measures.

11
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3. MULTILEVEL APPROACHES
Performance data on pupils have a natural hierarchical structure in which pupils are located
within classes within schools, that are in turn located within LEAs. Within this hierarchical
structure, Aitken and Longford (1986) considered a number of formulations of the basic model
for assessing school effectiveness under a value-added approach. The first was of the form:
qij = α + βx1ij + γx2ij + εij

for i = 1, ..., nj ; j = 1,...,m

(3.1)

where qij denotes the level of attainment of pupil i in school j at the end of the relevant phase
of education, such as a Key Stage, x1ij denotes the level of prior attainment of the pupil at the
start of the relevant phase of education, x1ij is an additional pupil-level variable of interest, such
as the gender or socio-economic background of the pupil, and εij is a stochastic disturbance
term that is assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and a variance of σ2. m is the
number of schools in the analysis and nj is the number of pupils in school j. α, β and γ are
constant parameters to be estimated here using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression
analysis. An estimate of a ‘school effect’ or ‘coefficient of school value added’ can be
obtained from the mean across pupils in the school of the residuals from an OLS regression, to
obtain the predicted value of qij,, given the pupil’s prior attainment level, x1ij , and the value of
the variable x2ij , for each school j and pupil i. A model of the form of (3.1) was deployed in the
U.S. Coleman (1996) report, which concluded that “schools are remarkably similar in the way
they relate to the achievement of their pupils when the socioeconomic background of the
students is taken into account ... it appears that differences between schools account for only a
small fraction of differences in pupil achievement” (ibid, pp. 21-22).
One of the assumptions of the standard OLS regression model (see e.g Gujarati, 1995) applied
to (3.1) is that the variance of the stochastic disturbance term εij for each given value of x1ij
and x2ij is the same constant, σ2 . However, as Goldstein (1987, 1995) has stressed, the
variance of distribution of εij may well vary from school to school, with some schools facing
more pupil-level variation than others. Such a variation in the pupil-level variance will
introduce into (3.1) a element of heteroscedasticity. While they are still unbiased estimates if
all relevant explanatory variables are included, the resulting OLS parameter estimates of the
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regression coefficients α, β and γ will then not be efficient, i.e. minimum variance estimates
in the class of linear unbiased estimators.
A second basic formulation of the value-added model of school effectiveness is that of:
qij = αj + βx1ij + γx2ij + εij

for i = 1, ..., nj ; j = 1,...,m

(3.2)

where (3.2) replaces the constant intercept term α in (3.1) with a school-specific intercept term
αj to define a school fixed effect that represents the contribution of school i to pupil value
added. (3.2) describes a set of parallel school-specific regression lines which differ from each
other by variations in the extent of their school-specific intercept term αj . The relative valueadded by school j can now be computed as the value of αj compared to the mean value of these
school intercept terms across all schools. Due to the continued problem of heteroscedasticity,
the parameter estimates for αj , β and γ will still be subject to large standard errors if OLS
is used for their estimation.
A third possible formulation which has been used in the literature on assessing school
effectiveness, as in Marks, Cox and Pomian-Srzednicki (1983), is that of Aitken and Longford
(1986)’s Model 3, involving the school-level mean value of pupil achievement, Qj , for each
school j together with the school-level mean values, X1j and X2j , of the pupil prior attainment
levels and additional explanatory variable for school j, i.e.
Qj = α + βX1j + γX2j + ηj

for j = 1,...,m

(3.3)

where ηj is a school-level disturbance term. If a form of weighted least squares is used to
estimate the parameters of (3.3), the parameter estimates for β on pupil prior attainment in
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) will in general differ according to the extent to which pupil-level
variations in prior attainment level are due to within-school variations or across-school
variations. This extent is itself likely to depend upon the degree to which selection policies
operate in school admissions policies and/or the school attracts pupils from a particular
geographical area that differs in its mean level of prior attainment from the geographical
recruitment areas of other schools. If schools are relatively similar in their pupil intake, there
will be less statistical variation in the school mean values on which to base reliable estimates of
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the regression coefficients in (3.3), and on which to base the associated estimates of the school
effect. On the other hand, if the within-school variation in pupil levels of prior attainment is
small because pupils are recruited from segmented homogeneous geographical areas, the
reliability of the estimate for β in (3.2) will be small.
Even aside from the problems which result from a high standard error to its parameter
estimates, the school-level regression (3.3) may lead to the ‘ecological fallacy’, of influences
which operate differently at the pupil and school level being confused, when there are both
school context variables and pupil-level influences operating on pupil attainment. At the same
time, a ‘means on means’ analysis of school level means, as in (3.3), may lead to a high
correlation, and an apparently high variance explained, in a school level regression of
educational performance on socio-economic background variables. However, if pupils are not
randomly assigned to schools, but instead are selected or segregated by geographical areas with
different socio-economic characteristics, both the regression coefficient and the estimated
variance explained can be biased upwards by the means on means regression, compared to a
multilevel analysis of disaggregated pupil data (see Fitz-Gibbon, 1996).
One approach to the inclusion of both school context variables and pupil-level influences is
through the use of the school-level mean value, X1j , of pupil prior attainment to capture the
general level of pupil intake abilities within the school, alongside individual pupil-level prior
attainments x1ij in (3.1). When the variable x2ij is omitted from the analysis, Aitken and
Longford (1986) show that the coefficient estimate for β in (3.3) is simply equal to that on
individual pupil-level prior attainment, x1ij , in (3.2) plus that on the context variable X1j in this
extended version of (3.1). The estimates of the school effects in this extended model are,
however, the same as those obtained from (3.3).
Rather than treating the school effects as fixed, when the number of schools in the sample
becomes large enough to obtain reliable parameter estimates, it is of interest to express the
school effects as linear functions of school-level variables, such as sj , plus a school-level
disturbance term, θj. We then obtain a formulation of the value-added model of the form:
qij = α + βx1ij + γx2ij + δsj + θj + εij

for i = 1, ..., nj ; j = 1,...,m

15

(3.4)

where θj is assumed to be normally distributed across schools, with zero mean and a positive
variance of σθ2 , but uncorrelated with εij . The formulation (3.4) can be shown to introduce a
positive covariance of σθ2 between pupil attainment levels , qij , within the same school. The
associated positive correlation between the residuals within the same school breaches a second
assumption of the standard OLS regression model, namely that there is zero correlation
between the disturbance terms εij that correspond to different values of the explanatory
variables. Another form of estimation process than OLS, such as Generalised Least Squares
(GLS), is therefore required for the efficient estimation of the variance component model in
(3.4). The estimation procedure of Iterative Generalised Least Squares (IGLS) which
Goldstein (1987, 1995) advocates to implement this process may, however, in some
circumstances fail to converge (McCullagh, 1989; Goldstein, 1987, 1995).
Raudenbush and Bryk (1989) consider the case where pupil performance depends differentially
both on pupil-level background variable, such as prior attainment, and on its mean value, X1j ,
within the school as a ‘school context’ or a school ‘compositional effect’. Their model of
pupil performance is then:
qij = α + β1x1ij + β2 X1j + θj + εij

for i = 1, ..., nj ; j = 1,...,m

where β1 is the ‘within-schools’ regression coefficient and β2

(3.5)
is the ‘between schools’

regression coefficient. Estimation of the single pupil-level model (3.1) or the fixed effect
model (3.2) using data on x1ij using OLS will both lead to estimates of the school effect that are
biased even for large sample sizes, whenever β1 differs from β2 . While this asymptotic bias
disappears for the two models when β1 and β2 are equal, or when the model (3.3) is fitted, use
of OLS still produces inefficient estimates of the school effect in these cases.
Raudenbush (1989a) advocates use of pupil-level data that is centred around the school mean,
such as X1j , as in the formulation:
yij = α + β1 (x1ij - X1j ) + β2 X1j + θj + εij

for i = 1, ..., nj ; j = 1,...,m

16

(3.6)

This can ensure that the pupil-level data are orthogonal to the corresponding school context
variable, thereby amerliorating the problem of collinearity that may well otherwise arise
between the variables x1ij and X1j in (3.5) and which would result in larger standard errors, and
reduced precision, for the parameter estimates. A test for the importance of school context
variables can then be obtained by testing whether the coefficient β2 is significantly different
from β1 in (3.6).
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4. THE MAGNITUDE OF THE SCHOOL EFFECT
In their empirical analysis of a sample of 907 pupils in 18 secondary schools (including two
single-sex Grammar schools) within a single LEA, Aitken and Longford (1986), estimated an
equation similar to (3.4), with pupil prior attainment in an ability test expressed as a Verbal
Reasoning Quotient (VQR) as the single explanatory variable and pupil point score at CSE/Olevel as the dependent variable, using a Maximum Likelihood estimation procedure. They
found that the percentage of the overall variance in pupil performance that was accounted for
by the school effect term was only 6.7 per cent for the overall sample and only 1.9 per cent
for the more homogeneous sample of pupils in the 16 non–Grammar schools, with a
correspondingly low value to the extent of the correlation between pupils’ individual
performance within the same school. The inclusion of other pupil- and school-level variables
would have tended to reduce the percentage that is explained by the school-level random
component even more, with the mean value of the pupil VRQ scores itself accounting for a
large reduction in the estimated school effect when the pupil-level VRQ score is included in
the regression.
Based on several subsets of a larger sample of approximately 14,000 individual pupils in 150
different schools within 6 LEAs covering urban, metropolitan and rural communities, Gray,
Jesson and Sime (1995) used Iterative Generalised Least Squares (IGLS) to estimate equations
similar to (3.4) that included pupil-level variables. Depending on which LEA was involved,
the available pupil-level variables were subsets of pupil prior attainment on transfer to
secondary school, pupil gender and measures of pupil background, including parental social
class, housing tenure and the number of siblings in the family. Despite large differences in
individual pupil performance in GCSE examinations, the variance that was attributed to
(random) school effects before controlling for these pupil-level variables ranged from 3.5 per
cent in one LEA to 30 per cent in another. However, when those pupil-level variables that
were found to be significant were included in the fixed part of the equation, the percentage of
the overall variance in pupil performance that was attributable to these fixed effects ranged
from 10.8 per cent to 58.1 per cent for different LEA subsets, and that which was attributable
to the (random) school effect ranged from 1.5 per cent to 7.9 per cent in nine of the eleven
LEA datasets, and 23.7 and 25.0 per cent in the two datasets associated with LEA 2. LEA 2
was unusual in that it had retained informal selection for some of its schools, had a relatively
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large selective voluntary sector and had very large social differences between some of the areas
within the LEA, which were served by a small number of schools. These factors are likely to
have increased the correlation between the performance of pupils within each school and the
associated estimated school effect in the absence of pupil prior attainment data for LEA 2.
The relative low percentage of the variance in pupil performance that is attributed to the school
effect in the other LEAs appears to be in line with the reported results of Nuttall et al (1989) of
about 8 per cent for secondary schools in Inner London and of Wilms (1987) for a wide range
of Scottish secondary schools of no more than 10 per cent. It is also in line with the findings of
Thomas and Mortimore (1996), who found from a study of 79 secondary schools in Lancashire
that “once background factors have been accounted for, the variation in pupils’ total
examination scores attributed to schools is 10 per cent” with corresponding figures of 9 and 12
per cent for English and mathematics respectively. However, this difference is not trivial. As
Thomas and Mortimore (1996) note, “in terms of GCSE examination grades for individual
pupils, this finding indicates an approximate difference of 14.4 GCSE points (that is, the
difference between 7 Es and 7 Cs) between the most and least effective schools”.
A generally small contribution of the school effect to the variance explained may also reflect a
low degree of variability between schools in their teaching methods and organisation. As
Montmarquette and Mahseredjian (1989, p. 190) note in their study of Montreal elementary
schools: “The fact that class and school seem to have little effect on student achievement could
be a result of insufficient variability in teacher and school input observed, and latent variables.
It may be that in many schools systems, and, in particular in the case of Quebec, standardized
teacher training, standardized teaching curriculum in the schools based on collective
agreements, government rules and regulations concerning school organization and
management, leave virtually no possibility for school effects to be detected by data analysis”.
Raudenbush and Bryk (1989) argue that the estimates of the school effects will tend to be
biased downwards if the school policy variables upon which school effectiveness is partially
dependent are excluded from the value-added analysis, and that only if school policies are
unrelated to variables which describe the composition of the pupil intake will estimates of
these composition variables and the school effect be unbiased. They conclude that: “In
principle, the direction of bias introduced by ignoring policy variables can favor schools which
are either advantaged or disadvantaged on composition variables. However, experience suggest
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that most often schools with advantaged student bodies will appear less effective than they are.
Put another way, the relatively high achievement of advantaged schools will be attributed too
much to the advantaged backgrounds of their students and too little to the effectiveness of the
teachers and school policies”.
A generally higher proportion (of around 15 per cent) of variance that is attributed to schools
was found by Fitz-Gibbon (1991) in a value-added analysis of A-level performance in
chemistry, geography, French and mathematics, using pupils’ average O-level grades as their
prior attainment variable. The larger school effects at A-level than GCSE are attributed by FitzGibbon to the potentially greater sensitivity of A-level grades to ‘instructional effects’. They
may also have been influenced by the absence of significant school context variables in the
fixed component of the model for predicting A-level performance.
In a three-way error component value-added analysis of data from the U.S. National
Educational Longitudinal Study that included teacher, class and school effects, Goldhaber et
al (1999) concluded that “the vast majority of variance is explained by individual and family
background characteristics (about 60%). Overall, school, teacher and class variables, both
observed and unobserved, account for approximately 21% of the variation in student
achievement. Of this 21%, only about 1 percentage point (or 4.8%) is explained by observable
educational variables, and the remaining 20 percentage points (or 95.2%) is made up of
unobservable school, teacher and class effects”.
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5. MULTIVARIATE APPROACHES
The relatively small proportionate influence of the school effect in several value added studies
reported above also has relevance to the issue raised by Burstein in the published discussion
that accompanied the paper by Aitken and Longford (1986), where he asserted that “the
evidence is still out about how large the variance and covariance components must be
practically to warrant choosing [the] more complete, complicated, and costly model and
estimation procedure” involved in multilevel modelling.
The Final Report of the Value Added National Project (Fitz-Gibbon, 1997) stressed the
desirability of adopting a simple and readily understandable approach to value-added
assessment, based upon OLS regression models, for the purpose of providing internal school
information on their relative performance. Recent estimates by Jesson (2001, 2002, 2003,
2004) and by Jesson and Crossley (2005, 2006) of the value added by Specialist Schools make
use of the deviations of the individual schools’ percentages of pupils attaining 5 or more A* C passes from those that are predicted by an OLS regression analysis across all non-selective
comprehensive and modern secondary schools. The OLS regression uses just two explanatory
variables, the average KS2 point score of pupils five years before the date of their GCSE
performance, and the proportion of boys in each school’s GCSE cohort as a measure of the
gender mix of the pupil cohort.
Feinstein and Symons (1999) have used OLS regression analysis to estimate a value-added
model of pupil attainment at age 16 in secondary schools, based upon pupil-level data from
the longitudinal National Child Development Survey of all children born in the UK between 3rd
and 9th March 1958. Their model included pupil gender and prior attainment variables for
reading and mathematics at age 11, as well as family data on father’s socio-economic status
and education and interest in the pupil’s upbringing and education, the composition of the
family, and on the mother’s education and interest in the pupil’s education. It also included
peer group variables related to the proportion of children in the pupil’s class with different
characteristics, and school variables relating to the pupil-teacher ratio and school type. They
found that “parenting is much more important than schooling. The most powerful parental
input is parental interest in education .....We also find a strong peer group effect”.
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In a comparison between the estimates produced by using OLS and those which are produced
under a multilevel error component estimations, using either Generalised Least Squares or
Maximum Likelihood estimations, Montmarquette and Mahseredjian (1989) and Goldhaber et
al (1999) find little significant difference between the estimates produced under such
multilevel estimation, and those produced using OLS. Montmarquette and Mahseredjian (1989,
p. 189) conclude from their study of pupil attainment in a sample of Montreal francophone
public elementary school pupils that “The results are clear: for both test and grade levels the
non-observable class variables are negligible in the explanation of school achievement. Latent
school variables are more important, and even potentially interesting in first grade; but as long
as student personal and socioeconomic latent variables account mostly for the residual
component, these variables remain the best way to improve our understanding of student
school achievement. This large residual component explains why generalized least-squares
estimates do not differ from ordinary least-squares estimates”.
Similarly Goldhaber et al (1999, p. 206) conclude that “the estimated coefficients from the
random effects specifications of the models .... are very similar to those of the OLS
specification .... In fact, there is only one case, that of teacher gender in the OLS model, in
which a variable is statistically significant (at the 5% level) in one specification of the model
and statistically insignificant (at the 5% level) in an alternative specification. There is also very
little change in the magnitude of the estimated coefficients in the four models; thus, estimated
returns to the schooling characteristics are relatively insensitive to whether the model is
estimated with or without random effects, and insensitive to the specified level of the random
effect”.
This conclusion is in line with the expectation that the estimates of the fixed effects
coefficients will be unbiased, both under OLS and error component estimation on pupil-level
data. The under-estimate of the standard error of the coefficient estimates which OLS
produces when multilevel random elements are important, compared to the use of error
component models, may, however, result in some fixed effect variables being accepted as
statistically significant under OLS which would not be found to be so under multilevel
modelling. The extent of this under-estimation will tend to be greater, the greater is the intraschool correlation between the value-added residuals and the greater is the number of pupils
per school. For intra-school correlations of 0.2 for both the pupil prior attainment and pupil
achievement in a simple two-variable two-level model, with 76 pupils per school, Goldstein
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(1995, p. 26) calculates that the standard error of the OLS estimate is a half that of the error
component model. For a smaller number of pupils per school, Kreft (1996) reports the result of
a simulation study based upon US SIMS data which estimated the efficiency of OLS
estimates at 90 per cent, implying the need for more observations under OLS, and with no
differences found for large samples between the efficiency under OLS and (restricted) IGLS
estimates of the fixed effect parameters.
Multilevel models have the potential advantage that they also allow for explicit consideration
of differential random coefficients across different schools on the underlying explanatory
variables, in a way which cannot be incorporated into the standard OLS model. However, as
we note below, the evidence for significant differential coefficients to date is limited.
Interaction terms between different variables may also be studied within multilevel random
coefficients (RC) models. However the simulation studies examined by Kreft (1996) indicated
that for GLS, IGLS and OLS estimation methods equally large data sets are needed for these
interaction effects to be detected, with “no proof ... yet found that RC modelling will help to
discover interactions that could not be discovered with other methods”.
Kreft (1996) also notes that the greater generality which multilevel models involve has its
price. In particular under the iterative estimation procedures, such as IGLS that are used to
estimate multilevel models, “larger data sets are needed to prevent instability of the solutions”.
In addition, “the estimation method used to estimate the parameter in the RC model is more
complicated than in fixed effects linear regression models. Empirical Bayes maximum
likelihood procedures are used to estimate the parameters of the model in an iterative process.
Less is known of its properties”.
An iterative process is required for the implementation of a Generalised Least Squares (GLS)
approach under multilevel modelling because the block diagonal covariance matrix of the
residual disturbance terms is unknown. The iteration process typically starts from the estimates
of the fixed effect parameters based upon the multivariate OLS estimates, which assume zero
correlations of the residuals within schools. Based upon these estimated fixed effects, estimates
of the random components are obtained which enable a revised covariance matrix to be
estimated and used to reassess the fixed effects using GLS procedures, which assuming
normality will generate maximum likelihood estimates on convergence. However, particularly
in small samples, these will produce biased estimates of the random parameters because no
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account is taken in the procedure of the sampling variation of the fixed parameters (Goldstein,
1995). These estimates are therefore modified through the use of Restricted Maximum
Likelihood (REML) within the Restricted Iterative GLS (RIGLS) procedure. Particularly
where the explanatory variables enter in a non-linear way, convergence is, however, not
always guaranteed (ibid, p. 79). Instability of the parameter estimates under this iteration
process may then occur.
The estimates of the residuals which are produced by multilevel modelling are also adjusted for
sampling variation, by applying a ‘shrinkage factor’ to the unadjusted mean value-added
residual for each school. This shrinkage factor (Goldstein, 1987, 1995) equals:
n j σ θ2 (n j σ θ2 + σ e2 ) −1 = 1 /(1 + (σ e2 / σ θ2 n j ))

(5.1)

with the shrinkage factor becoming closer to unity as the number, nj, of pupils in school j
increases and as the ratio of the variance σθ2 that is attributable to school effects to the variance
σe2 that is attributable to pupil-level variations increases. Small schools will then tend to have
their estimated school effect reduced by this shrinkage factor, on the grounds that their results
are more subject to sampling variation. The small size of the pupil sample in these schools, and
associated larger sampling variation implies less confidence can be placed in an explanation
that their results are due to a large individual school effect and a large estimated value added
by the

schools. No such shrinkage factor would be applied under an OLS multivariate

regression analysis on pupil-level data that computed the school value added as simply the
mean value within the school of pupils’ individual value-added residual deviations from the
estimated overall regression line. In contrast to the multilevel estimates of the value added by
the school, the OLS estimate would not reduce a school’s estimated value added downwards
by such a shrinkage factor to allow for sampling variation and an assumed lower level of
reliability of the value-added estimate for a smaller school.
In studies of value added for A-level students, Fitz-Gibbon (1991) estimates the shrinkage
factor, that is used to indicate the reliability of the school effectiveness score prior to shrinkage,
to equal 0.90 when the number of pupils sampled within a school is 50, 0.85 when it is 30, 0.65
when it is 10, and only 0.49 when it is 5. In comparing the estimates of the school value-added
scores under multilevel modelling to those produced under OLS, she finds correlations
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between the two sets of estimates ranging from 0.84 in the case of mathematics up to 0.97 in
the case of geography.
The (shrunken) estimates of the residual value added scores which multilevel modelling
produces under the above procedure are statistically consistent, i.e. approach their true value
as the sample size increases towards infinity. However, for smaller sample sizes, they are not
unbiased estimates of the true underlying school value-added score for any individual
school (Goldstein, 1995, p. 24). As noted by Raudenbush in a personal communication to FitzGibbon (1991):
Although the shrinkage estimates are generally more accurate than
estimates without shrinkage (their average distance from the true score is
smaller than that of the non-shrinkage estimates), they are also biased.
Suppose a school serving students with low prior attainment were especially
effective. In this case, it would have its score “pulled” toward the expected
value of schools with children having low prior achievement. That is, it
would have its effectiveness score “pulled” downward, in the ‘socially’
expected direction, demonstrating a kind of statistical self-fulfilling
prophesy! (On the other hand a similar school doing very badly would be
pulled up.)
Kreft (1996) reviews simulation studies of how the multilevel modelling estimates of the
variance component of the intercept that is due to higher-level (school) effects compare with
the true values that are used to generate the dataset. She notes that “it can be concluded that
RIGLS is less biased but also less efficient, while IGLS has more bias but is less efficient ....
For both methods (IGLS and RIGLS) the variance components are underestimated or
downward biased”. A lower estimated variance of the value-added estimates for individual
schools, and a lower associated assessed importance of the school effect, than their true values
may therefore result under multilevel modelling.
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6. NON-PARAMETRIC APPROACHES
A further approach to the assessment of value added is that published in the DfES Secondary
School Performance Tables 2002 (DfES, 2003a), following the DfES’s Pilot Value Added
Study. This calculates value-added measures between KS2 and KS3, and between KS3 and
GCSE/GNVQ, according to the following method. For the KS2 to KS3 measure of value
added, the data used are those for pupils who were eligible for KS3 assessment in 2002 and on
the school roll at the time of the KS3 assessment in 2002, and for whom matching KS2 prior
attainment data was available. The value-added calculations exclude all pupils for whom
results are disregarded at KS2 or KS3 according to Tables 6.1 and 6.2 below, with the
exception that an input score of zero is used if the pupil was disapplied in all three subjects or
had a combination of disregarded and disapplied results at KS2 and achieved at least one KS3
result at levels 2-7. The input and output measures that were used for each pupil in the valueadded calculation were the numerical averages of the point scores which the pupil achieved in
the English, Maths and Science results at KS2 for the input measure and KS3 for the output
measure (or where any result is disregarded, the average of the remaining non-disregarded
point scores at that Key Stage).

Key Stage 2 Level Outcome
6
5
4
3
Compensatory 2
N (not awarded a test level)
B (working below the level of the test)
Disapplied
Absent
Lost script

Point Score: all subjects
39
33
27
21
15
15
15
Disregarded
Disregarded
Disregarded
Source: DfES, 2003a

TABLE 6.1
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Key Stage 3 Level Outcome
E (for Exceptional performance)
8
7
6
5
4
3
Compensatory 2
N (not awarded a test level)
B (working below the level of
the test)
Disapplied
Absent
Mixed Tier (maths & science
only)
Lost script

Point Score:
English
57
51
45
39
33
27
21
21
21

Point Score:
Maths & Science
57
51
45
39
33
27
21
15
15
15

Disregarded
Disregarded
Disregarded

Disregarded
Disregarded
Disregarded

Disregarded

Disregarded
Source: DfES, 2003a

TABLE 6.2
The value-added score of a pupil is then calculated by comparing the pupil’s actual KS3 output
measure with the median level of the KS3 output measure across the whole country of pupils
in mainstream secondary schools with the same or similar input measure at KS2 to this pupil
(with parallel separate calculations made for pupils in special schools). Table 6.3 below shows
the median levels of the KS3 average point score output measure in mainstream secondary
schools corresponding to different KS2 average point scores. Unlike multivariate regression
analysis, where regression parameters would be used to predict the KS3 comparator for
different average point scores at KS2, the approach here is the non-parametric one of
selecting the corresponding national median level of performance at KS3 for each pupillevel average point score at KS2.
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KS2 Average Point Score KS3 National Median Average Point Score
0
21
15
21
17-18
21
19
23
21
27
23-24
29
25
31
27
35
29-30
37
31
39
33+
43
Source: DfES, 2003a
TABLE 6.3
The corresponding median curve of the KS3 pupil-level National Median Average Point
Score (NMAPS) against the KS2 Average Point Score is not a straight line, being in particular
flat at a value of 21, such as that achieved by a Level 3 outcome at KS3, for KS2 Average
Point Scores between 0 and 18. The value-added score of a school between KS2 and KS3 is
calculated as 100 plus the arithmetic mean of the value-added scores of all the pupils in the
school for whom the value-added scores are calculated, rounded to one decimal point.
A similar approach has been used to calculate value-added scores between KS3 and
GCSE/GNVQ. The point scores at GCSE is derived from the GCSE grade according to Table
6.4, with an equivalence table used to calculate corresponding point scores from GNVQs. Each
pupil’s GCSE/GNVQ output measure is calculated by summing their best 8 GCSE/GNVQ
point scores, and disregarding any other of their less good GCSE/GNVQ scores.
GCSE Grade
A*
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
U,X

GCSE Points
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

GCSE (Short course) Points
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Source: DfES, 2003a

TABLE 6.4
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The input measure at KS3 for each pupil whose KS3 record can be matched with a
corresponding GCSE/GNVQ score is calculated as the numerical average of their KS3 point
score achieved in the English, mathematics and science tests, and the output measure. Their
value-added score between KS3 and GCSE/GNVQ is the difference between their
GCSE/GNVQ output measure and the national median level of the GCSE/GNVQ output
measure of all pupils with the same or similar input measures at KS3. The national median
‘best 8’ GCSE/GNVQ output scores for pupils in mainstream schools are shown in Table 6.5
below. Each school’s value added is again 100 plus the arithmetic mean of the value-added
measures that have been calculated for pupils in the school, rounded to the nearest decimal
point.
KS3 Average Point Score
0-18
19
21
23-24
25
27
29-30
31
33
35-36
37
39
41-42
43
45
47-48
49
51+

National Median ‘best 8’
GCSE/GNVQ point scores
6
9
11
16
20
24.5
29
33
37
40.5
44
47
51
54
58
60
62
63
Source: DfES, 2003a
TABLE 6.5

It should be noted that the above national median output levels are taken across all pupils,
both girls and boys, and irrespective of the proportion of pupils eligible for Free School
Meals (FSM) or other variables related to the characteristics of the pupil intake.
However, several studies by the DfES (2001, 2002, 2003b) show that such additional
variables may well be relevant to the statistical explanation of the wide variations that exist
in pupil attainment at each secondary Key Stage between pupils with similar prior attainments
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at the previous Key Stage. DfES (2003b) finds that at GCSE girls make more progress than
boys for each KS3 level of prior attainment, with a difference of 15 percentage points in 2002
in the percentage of pupils attaining 5 or more A*-C grades at GCSE for pupils with a level 5
at KS3, and with girls making more progress in English than boys at all Key Stages. Similar
significant differences in rates of pupil progress by gender were found in the earlier DfES
(2001) study based upon end-of-Key-Stage assessments in 2000.
The DfES (2003b) study also finds that non-FSM pupils make more progress from each prior
attainment level in each subject at every Key Stage than do FSM pupils. Moreover, while
pupils for whom English is an additional language (EAL) start below the national median
level, they in general make more progress than non-EAL pupils, tending to overcome some of
their initial relative disadvantage as they become more proficient in English. Once they are
performing above the national median level, they tend to make progress in line with non-EAL
pupils. Rates of progress also tend to vary with ethnicity. Amongst boys, Chinese pupils
progress most at all Key Stages, while amongst girls, Pakistani pupils start as one of the least
progressing groups at KS2, but at GCSE are one of the best progressing groups. Black
Caribbean pupils, whether boys or girls, or FSM or non-FSM pupils, are found to make below
average progress at all Key Stages. White pupils are found to be one of the worst progressing
ethnic groups at GCSE, and have the greatest difference (of 16 percentage points) between
FSM and non-FSM pupils in progress to KS3 English and Science from the national median
KS2 level.
School-level variables also appear to influence the rate of pupil progress. Non-FSM pupils are
found by DfES(2003b) to make more progress in schools with a lower overall proportion of
pupils with FSM, as do FSM pupils. In every subject at KS3, FSM pupils in low FSM schools
make more progress than non-FSM pupils in high FSM schools, suggesting that either a strong
peer-group effect may be present or that non-FSM pupils in high FSM schools may still suffer
from deprived background variables that are imperfectly reflected in the FSM indicator. A
similar tendency is found in English, science and reading at KS2, but not at GCSE. DfES
(2002) similarly found that pupils in low FSM schools made greater progress than pupils in
high FSM schools, especially between KS2 and KS3 where there was found to be up to half a
level difference between the median progress in the highest and lowest FSM bands of schools.
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Other school-type factors were found by DfES (2002) to make less difference than the
proportion of pupils eligible for FSM, and appear to account for only a small proportion of the
wide spread of outcomes for pupils with similar prior attainments. Between KS2 and KS3,
pupils in Voluntary Aided schools tended to make above average progress in English, while
pupils in Foundation schools tended to make above average progress in mathematics, and
pupils in Voluntary Controlled schools tended to make above average progress in science.
Between KS3 and GCSE, pupils in Voluntary Aided schools and in Foundation Schools made
above average progress, while those in Voluntary Controlled schools made below average
progress in general. DfES (2002) also found that on average pupils in secondary faith schools
made similar progress to pupils in all secondary maintained mainstream schools, except for
slightly superior progress in KS3 English.
Between KS2 and KS3, in each core subject, pupils in specialist schools on average made
slightly more progress than pupils in all maintained mainstream schools. During KS4 they
made 1 or 2 GCSE points more progress than pupils in all schools. Pupils in Beacon Schools
made a fifth of a level more progress in English and a tenth of a level more progress in
mathematics and science between KS2 and KS3 than pupils in all secondary maintained
mainstream schools. At GCSE/GNVQ, pupils in Beacon Schools at the lower end of the prior
attainment range made on average 4 GCSE points more progress than in all maintained
mainstream schools, whereas at the upper end of the prior attainment range DfES (2002) found
that they made on average 2 GCSE points difference. In mathematics and science, pupils in
schools in Education Action Zones (EAZs) were found to make similar progress between
KS2 and KS3 to pupils in all secondary maintained mainstream schools with broadly
equivalent FSM proportions, whereas in KS3 English they made on average an eighth of a
level less. Between KS3 and GCSE, pupils in EAZ schools also made similar progress to
pupils in all secondary maintained mainstream schools with broadly equivalent FSM
proportions, except that at the highest levels of prior attainment, pupils in EAZ schools made
on average about 1 GCSE point more progress and those at the lowest levels of prior
attainment, pupils in EAZ schools made on average about 1 GCSE point less progress. In
addition for pupils in schools with FSM percentages in the range 21-35 per cent, EAZ schools
made about 1 GCSE more progress.
Pupils in schools in Excellence in Cities (EiC) schools were found by DfES (2002) to make
more progress in KS3 English than pupils in all secondary maintained mainstream schools with
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broadly equivalent FSM proportions, with a difference that increased to about an eighth of a
level at the highest levels of prior attainment. A similar difference at the upper levels of prior
attainment was found in KS3 mathematics and science, but pupils with prior attainments of
below an average level 5 in EiC schools made similar progress in KS3 mathematics and
science. However, between KS3 and GCSE, pupils in EiC schools made about 1 GCSE point
more progress for similar prior attainment levels than pupils in all secondary maintained
mainstream schools with broadly equivalent FSM proportions, but with this difference
increasing to about 2 GCSE points at the extreme ends of the prior attainment range.
Pupils in non-selective single sex schools were found to make on average more progress than
pupils of the same gender in non-selective mixed schools at both KS3 and KS4, particularly in
English. Between KS2 and KS3, pupils in designated selective LEAs who were at the upper
end of the prior attainment range on average were found to make a quarter of a level more
progress than pupils elsewhere, but similar progress in core subjects at the lower end of the
prior attainment range. However, between KS3 and GCSE/GNVQ, pupils throughout the prior
attainment range made about 1-2 GCSE points less progress in the designated selective LEAs
than elsewhere. School size also appears to have some impact on pupil progress. Pupils in
schools with year group cohorts of less than 100 pupils made less progress, even after adjusting
for differences in FSM proportions. However, the size of the year group cohort appears not to
affect the rate of pupil progress so long as it is greater than 100.
Rates of pupil progress may also vary over time. Between 2001 and 2002, DfES (2003b)
found that the rate of pupil progress at KS3 decreased in each subject measured in terms of the
percentage of pupils attaining either KS3 level 5 or above, or level 6 or above, for every KS2
prior attainment level. The reason given for this is that the improvements made at KS2 between
1998 and 1999 have not fed through to similar improvements at KS3 from 2001 to 2002.
Progress at KS3 has also decreased in English and mathematics for almost all KS2 prior
attainment levels between 1999 and 2002. A decrease in the rate of pupil progress is also found
between 2001 and 2002 of 3 and 2 percentage points in those gaining 5 or more GCSE A*-C
grades for KS3 prior attainment levels 5 and 6 respectively, although progress has improved by
2 percentage points for KS3 prior attainment levels 4 and 5 between 1999 and 2002.
The above studies in DfES (2001, 2002, 2003b) suggest that a number of pupil- and schoollevel variables, such as gender, FSM, ethnicity and school size, may be influencing the rate of
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progress of individual pupils with similar levels of prior attainment. If this is so, there is a
weaker case in assessing school effectiveness for computing school value-added measures, as
in DfES (2003a), as the sum of the pupil-level differences between their actual performance at
a given Key Stage and the national median level of performance for the national cohort of
students with a similar level of prior attainment, irrespective of these other pupil- and
school-level variables. If these value-added measures are to be used as measures of school
effectiveness, or changes in school effectiveness following Academy status, there is a strong
case for taking into account those additional variables which have a significant systematic
influence on rates of pupil progress for the same level of prior attainment.
One, non-parametric, way of doing this would be by comparing each pupil’s actual level of
performance at a given Key Stage with the median level of performance of those pupils
nationally with similar levels of prior attainment and similar levels of these other
statistically significant variables, including potentially those corresponding to gender, FSM
at pupil and school level, ethnicity, and school-type. However, if the number of such additional
relevant variables is large, there may be a relatively small number of pupils in each relevant
cell, with which to compare each pupil’s performance.
The above studies, moreover, do not provide any formal statistical tests of the significance of
different pupil and school level variables in influencing the rates of pupil progress. In contrast
to multivariate regression analysis or multilevel modelling, the piecewise comparisons which
they involve, of the apparent influence of different variables on median levels of pupil
progress, are less well suited to the identification of the relative strength and significance of
each of several different pupil and school level variables which may be acting simultaneously
on the rate of pupil progress in different subjects. It should also be noted that the KS3 and
GCSE/GNVQ point scores used in the above analyses were based upon the levels that pupils
achieved in their Key Stage assessments and progress in discrete steps. Pupils who achieved
level 4, for example, received 27 points, and those who attained level 5 received 33 points.
Small changes in the underlying distribution of pupil marks can then result in apparently large,
and seemingly significant, changes in average point scores and the associated median values
of the average point scores. A mean value based upon the underlying marks would instead be
more stable and incorporate more detailed quantitative information than the median value
based upon average point scores based upon more discrete levels. As an indicator of the effect
of different pupil- and school-level variables, the median value is also less sensitive to pupil
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performance at either end of the range than the mean value, in circumstances where arguably
both high and low levels of educational performance should be fully taken into account in
assessing the overall impact of different variables.
Although the above non-parametric studies avoid explicit modelling of the multivariate
influences of the different variables on pupil progress, the problem of endogeneity bias does
not disappear as a result of a lack of such explicit modelling. As we note below, one important
possible source of endogeneity bias is the existence of a correlation between pupil prior
attainment at KS3 and the school-level disturbance term that may reflect school effectiveness
not only at GCSE but also at KS3. Studies of value added from KS3 to GCSE that draw
heavily on data where KS3 and GCSE examinations are both taken within the same school may
then be particularly subject to such endogeneity bias.
Since pupil progress may indeed depend upon additional pupil- and school-level variables, a
more explicit multivariate parametric estimation procedure has more recently been pursued by
the DfES as part of its Contextual Value Added (CVA) project. This is discussed more fully
in Section 8 below.
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7. AGGREGATION ISSUES
The desirability of disaggregating data to the lowest level at which the variables are likely to
have their impact is emphasised by the misleadingly high correlations which can occur
between aggregated data at a higher level of analysis. As our earlier discussion of the
‘ecological fallacy’ emphasised, regression analyses of school-level mean values of
educational performance on school-level mean variables, such as school context variables, may
yield biased estimates both of the regression coefficients and the variance explained, compared
to disaggregated estimates based upon pupil-level data (see also Woodhouse and Goldstein,
1988; Woodhouse, 1990; Fitz-Gibbon, 1996). The problem of aggregation bias when the
coefficients in individual micro-relationships differ across individuals was emphasised by
Theil (1954). While Zeller (1966) showed that in a random coefficient model an OLS estimate
of the aggregate relationship can provide an unbiased estimate of the common mean of the
coefficient, inferences based upon the associated standard error of the estimate are likely to be
misleading. Moreover a non-random allocation of individuals to schools, and the existence of
school effects that are correlated with the individual explanatory variables, will add further
sources of bias in the parameter estimation in the context of value-added analysis.
The desirability of disaggregating educational outcome measures into measures of performance
in different subject areas is emphasised by a number of empirical studies of school value
added. Several existing studies (e.g. Trower and Vincent, 1995; Fitz-Gibbon, 1997) provide
evidence that schools’ relative performance, particularly at secondary school level, varies
significantly across different subjects. Moreover, some variables, such as gender, may be
particularly important as explanatory variables in explaining pupil achievement in some
subjects, but not others. Thus Smith and Tomlinson (1989) found no significant gender
difference in overall examinations scores, but found that girls performed significantly better in
English for each level of prior attainment than did boys.
Smith and Tomlinson’s (1989, p. 282) study of The School Effect concluded that “School
differences are greater when the results in particular subjects are considered than when the
results are considered in total across all subjects. There is a considerable tendency for the
schools that do well in English to do well also in maths and across all subjects, but some
schools do far better in one subject than the other, or in one subject than across all subjects. All
of these findings can be explained if it is true that the style and content of teaching is
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determined

more at the departmental level than at the school level”. Based upon their

variance-component analysis of twenty multi-racial comprehensive schools during the 1980s,
they concluded that “the analysis shows large differences between the exam results achieved
by children at different schools. A statistical model predicts that a boy with an above-average
second year reading score of 110 would just fail to get a CSE grade 3 in English if he went to
school 14, but would get an O level grade B in English if he went to school 25. Differences
between schools in their maths results are of similar size. There are also large differences
between schools in terms of the exam results they achieve in total across all schools” (ibid, pp.
281-2). Trower and Vincent (1995) similarly concluded from their empirical study of pupil
value added by GCSE results in 1996 matched to 1994 KS3 prior attainment that “A valueadded indicator based on an outcome measure which combined all subjects would hide the
substantial differences in success between different departments within the school”. Thomas
and Mortimore (1996) similarly found “strong evidence that schools are not consistently
effective in the two subject areas analyzed, mathematics and English”, with a correlation
between individual schools’ value-added scores in English and in mathematics, within the
single LEA studied, of only 0.46.
In addition, van de Werfhorst et al (2003) have emphasised the scope for a differential impact
of pupil social background variables across different subjects, arguing that “students from
homes lacking in ‘cultural capital’ may find it harder to compete in arts and humanities
subjects than in scientific and technical subjects, where they do not face the same comparative
disadvantage. The effects of home background may be comparatively important for arts and
humanities subjects, whereas school effects have more of an impact on attainment in
mathematics and sciences”, citing the findings of Shaycroft (1967), Coleman (1975),
Postlethwaite (1975), Brimer et al (1977), Mortimore et al (1988), and Brandsma and Knuver
(1989) in support of this hypothesis. Their hypothesis is also supported by the findings of
Sammons et al (1993) in a study of London junior schools that “background factors and initial
attainment account for more of the variance in reading than in mathematics attainment and that
school differences may be greater for mathematics”. The desirability of disaggregating the
value-added analysis by subject in such circumstances is underlined by the relatively low
correlation, of 0.62, which Sammons et al (1993) found between the estimated school effects in
reading and mathematics, with only four schools out of the sample of 49 having significantly
positive residuals for both subjects, though with six schools having strongly negative residuals
for both.
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The issue of the appropriate level of aggregation or disaggregation of the data also arises in the
context of the appropriate levels and units of analysis in a multi-level context. Whilst many
multilevel studies, such as that by Smith and Tomlinson (1989), have focussed on the
identification of the random component of the school effect within two-level model of pupiland school-level variables, Montmarquette and Mahseredjian (1989) consider also the
intermediate level of classes, and identify separate school and class effects, using a sample of
francophone Montreal public elementary school pupils.

As noted above, they found the

percentage of the variance in pupil achievement that are explained by a random class-level
component to be small, and that by the random school-level component to be 6 per cent or less.
However, unobserved personal and socio-economic components, rather than observed fixed
effects, explain from 60 to 75 per cent of the variance in pupil achievement. In a review of
several other studies of school- and class-level effects, Hill and Rowe (1996) conclude that
their results “suggest that variation between classes is far more significant than variation
between schools, although in detail the evidence often appears to be contradictory and open to
a variety of interpretations”, such as a failure to adequately adjust for streaming pupils of
different abilities into different classes.
Individual teacher and school effects were also estimated using an error component model in
the Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System (TVAAS) (Tucker and Stronge, 2005), using
an extensive database of pupil and teacher records, with attendance records used to provide
details of whether a pupil has been present in each teacher’s class for at least 150 days in the
year in order to link individual pupil progress to individual teachers in different grades and
different subjects (Sanders and Horn, 1994). Sanders and Horn (1998) conclude that:
“Research conducted utilizing data from the TVAAS database has shown that race,
socioeconomic level, class size, and classroom heterogeneity are poor predictors of student
academic growth. Rather, the effectiveness of the teacher is the major determinant of student
academic progress. Teacher effects on student achievement have been found to be both
additive and cumulative with little evidence that subsequent effective teachers can offset the
ineffective ones”.
A study which carried out a three-way error component analysis, through decomposing the
variance in pupil performance into school, class and teacher effects, is that by Goldhaber,
Brewer and Anderson (1999). One of the valuable features of the U.S. National Educational
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Longitudinal Study (NELS) data on which this study is based is that it includes detailed
teacher- and class-level data linked to individual pupils, including each teacher’s gender,
ethnicity, experience, degree level and certification, as well as class size and composition.
Their value-added analysis was based upon the 10th grade mathematics scores of a random
sample of pupils drawn from 490 different schools, involving 1340 classes and 1089 different
teachers, using pupil-level prior attainment scores in mathematics at Grade 8, as well as other
pupil-, class-, teacher-, and school-level variables discussed in Section 8 below. They
concluded that “The vast majority of variance is explained by individual and family
background characteristics (about 60%) Overall, school, teacher and class variables, both
observable and unobserved, account for approximately 21% of the variation in student
achievement. Of this 21%, only about 1 percentage point ... is explained by observable
educational variables, and the remaining 20 percentage points ... is made up of unobservable
school, teacher and class effects” (of about 8, 8 and 4 per cent respectively). In a similar study
using NELS, Goldhaber and Brewer (1998) examined the possible omitted variables bias that
arises from the exclusion of typically unobservable teacher effects, by making use of
information that is available within NELS on teacher behaviour, such as the percentage of time
devoted to small group teaching, to maintaining order and to administration, and to their
teaching style, preparedness and disciplinary policy. They find that these variables do not
appear to be correlated with more generally available teacher characteristics, such as years of
experience, and hence do not bias the estimates of the impact of these teacher characteristics on
pupil attainment when the teacher behavioural variables are omitted.
Using aggregate data at the level of U.S. states, Card and Krueger (1992a and 1992b)
concluded that the wage premium associated with an additional year of schooling tended to be
associated with smaller classes and higher teacher salaries. However, Hanushek, Rivkin and
Taylor (1996) criticised this conclusion on the grounds that the use of such aggregate data
resulted in greater model misspecification. They concluded that “The results in [our] paper
provide evidence that problems of omitted variables bias tend to increase along with the level
of aggregation, causing analyses that use more aggregate data to overestimate systematically
the influence of school expenditure related characteristics on student attainment. Aggregate
analyses of student performance, particularly at the state level, typically have very crude
measures of school and family factors. They never employ value-added models. Moreover,
aggregate analyses drawing data from different states generally neglect potentially important
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financing, organizational, and regulatory features of states. In short, they are subject to
excessive specification problems”.
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8. THE EXPLANATORY VARIABLES
a. Pupil background
The set of explanatory variables that have been used in empirical studies of school
effectiveness have included not only measures of prior attainment (such as test results at an
earlier Key Stage, or earlier reading, verbal reasoning and mathematics test scores) but also
variables related to pupil background (such as measures related to parental income and
education, ethnicity and gender). In those US studies, such as Coleman, Hoffer and Kilmore
(1982), which have used only pupil background variables without the use of pupil prior
attainment data, Gray (1989) concluded that “controls for differences in pupils’ backgrounds
appear to ‘explain’ between 20-30 per cent of the variation in pupils’ outcomes .... In contrast,
prior attainment studies typically ‘explain’ upwards of 50 per cent of the variation in pupil
outcomes .... In the ILEA’s Junior School Project, prior attainment explained as much as 61.7
per cent of the variation in reading attainment three years later. Knowledge of background
factors (notably social class and ethnic background but also fluency in English and free school
meals, this last a measure of economic disadvantage) add just 2.3 per cent. Another British
study shows background measures (father’s occupation and family size) adding just three per
cent to variance explained, once verbal reasoning has been taken into account (Daly, 1986);
while Rutter’s [1983] evidence indicates that father’s occupation alone adds a mere 0.1 per
cent”.
The comparisons made in two studies by Willms (1986, 1987) of the impact of including either
prior attainment measures or pupil background variables or both as explanatory variables for
pupil outcomes indicate a large bias in the estimated school effects if only pupil background
variables are included, compared to pupil prior attainment also being included as an
explanatory variable. However, when pupil background variables are excluded and only prior
attainment is included in the explanatory variables, the degree of bias found in the estimated
school effects, compared to when all of these variables are included, is only a small one.
In the view of Gray (1989), the apparently large ‘explanatory gap’ of 20-30 per cent which
appears available for explanation if only pupil background variables are included, though not if
prior attainment measures are included, has “contributed to researchers overstating the extent
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to which they need to be interested in complex estimation procedures in which varying slopes
and interactions by slopes are considered. I suggest we proceed slowly in declaring such
interests – they introduce a degree of complexity that may deter potential users”.
As noted in Section 3 above, one set of potential candidates for inclusion is that of ‘school
context’ variables, such as the school mean levels of pupil prior attainment and of other pupillevel variables. These variables may reflect peer group pressures on individual pupil
performance. Rutter et al (1979) concludes that schools with higher proportions of more able
pupils appeared to achieve better levels of individual performance for pupils with similar prior
attainment scores than schools where the mean level of performance was lower. Similarly,
Coleman et al (1966) concluded that individual pupils with similar levels of social
disadvantage performed better in schools where the mean level of these background variables
was more favourable. However, these findings have been criticised, for instance by Jencks et al
(1972), Smith (1972) and Heath and Clifford (1981), as being potentially due to inadequately
measured pupil-level variables, rather than necessarily to peer group effects. Although the
inclusion of such context variables was found to substantially reduce the estimated residual
school effect for several LEAs, Gray, Jesson and Sime (1995) found little evidence of these
context variables being significant for those LEAs which had extensive pupil-level prior
attainment data that could be included within the analysis.
Sammons (1995) found that, in contrast to their progress in primary school reading and
mathematics, membership of one of the three ethnic minority groups, of Asian, Carribbean or
all other backgrounds, was associated with significantly greater value added during secondary
education up to GCSE than was membership of the majority ethnic group of English, Welsh,
Scottish or Irish background. While at age 10 an Asian or Carribbean background was found to
be associated with a significantly lower reading score, and a Carribean (though not an Asian)
background with a significantly lower mathematics score, during secondary education
members of these ethnic minority groups tended to make greater relative progress in terms of
value added than the ethnic majority group.
Thomas and Mortimore (1996) compared the results of applying several different value-added
models of secondary school effectiveness to GCSE data from 79 schools in one LEA. Their
first model made use only of pupil-level data. In explaining the total performance score and the
English score, the significant pupil-level variables included gender, ethnicity, pupil age, NFER
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prior attainment verbal, quantitative and non-verbal tests on entry to the school, FSM status,
the number of years in UK secondary schools and whether they had attended more than one
secondary school. In explaining the mathematics score, the pupil gender proved insignificant.
The addition of a quadratic term in the quantitative prior attainment score for total examination
performance and in the verbal prior attainment score for the English results also improved the
goodness-of-fit of the model.
A second version of the model involved examining the impact of 30 additional variables drawn
from the 1991 census, matched firstly to individual pupils on the basis of each pupil’s home
postcode and secondly matched to the postcode of each school ward. None of the school ward
census variables was found to be significant when the pupil-level census variables were
included at the same time. Only two pupil-level census variables were found to be significant
after non-significant census variables were eliminated, namely those relating to the percentage
of households in unskilled occupations and the percentage of households with higher
qualifications. When aggregated pupil-level data, such as the percentage of pupils entitled to
FSM, were also included, they were not found to be significant alongside these two pupil-level
census variables.
A third version of their model made use only of pupil prior attainment data and this alone
was found to reduce the estimated variation in school effectiveness by 70.6 per cent compared
to if none of these variables was included. The additional pupil-level variables that were
included in their first model boosted this to 72 per cent, and the pupil-level census variables
that were also included in the second version of the model boosted it to 75.2 per cent. When
only prior attainment data were included in the analysis of pupil performance in mathematics
and English, the percentage reduction was greatest for mathematics, indicating that pupil
gender, ethnicity and socio-economic factors are more important for GCSE performance in
English than in mathematics.
The fourth version of their model excluded data on pupil prior attainment, and now found five
pupil-level census variables and one school context measure (the % of pupils entitled to FSM)
to be significant. It also resulted in changes in the significance level of other pupil-level
variables, such as ethnicity, with the assessed negative impacts of the pupil-level FSM variable
and the variable indicating more than one secondary school attended increased, and the
positive impact of ethnicity for most non-white pupils (except Chinese) substantially reduced,
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by failing to include pupil-level prior attainment. From their analysis, Thomas and Mortimore
(1996) conclude that “the context of the overall school has little impact on the variation in
pupil outcomes once adequate account has been taken of pupil intake factors (outside the
control of the school).....However, when pupil intake data are lacking, school context factors
(such as % FSM) may provide useful and adequate proxy measures of the level of attainment
of pupils on entry to school”.
An additional pupil-level factor which Goldstein and Sammons (1997) found to be an
important predictor of GCSE performance, in addition to pupil prior attainment, was the junior
school which the pupil attended (see also Sammons, 1999). Goldstein (2001) notes that “a
pervasive problem for all analyses of performance is pupil mobility. Pupils who change
schools tend to have lower test scores on average. If a school has a high proportion of such
children, then raw scores will tend to lower perceived performance and value added scores may
have an upward bias if computed solely from those pupils present at the start and end of the
particular stage of schooling”.
Goldhaber, Brewer and Anderson (1999) used pupil-level data on prior attainment in
mathematics at grade 8, gender, ethnicity, family income, parental education, and whether the
pupil was living only with their mother or their father. In addition, they used not only schoollevel data on whether the school was located in a rural or urban area, its size, the percentage of
pupils who were white, the percentage of pupils who were from single-parent families, and the
percentage of teachers with a Masters degree or higher, but also teacher-level variables on the
gender of the teacher, the ethnic background of the teacher, their years experience in secondary
education, whether they were a certified teacher, and whether they had a Masters degree or
higher, together with class-level variables on class size and the percentage of ethnic minority
pupils in the class. The variables which were found to be significant at the 5 per cent level in
influencing pupil performance in mathematics at Grade 10 were the prior attainment score,
parental education, and class size, each with a positive coefficient, and the percentage of pupils
in the school who were white and the percentage of ethnic minority pupils in the class, each
with a negative sign. The positive sign to class size, however, suggests that the potential
endogeneity of class size may not have been adequately corrected for in this analysis.
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b. Gender
Gender differences in educational progress have been found in both primary and secondary
schools. In a follow-up study to the School Matters project of Mortimore et al (1988),
Sammons (1995) carried out a multilevel value-added analysis of longitudinal data on the
educational performance and characteristics of age-cohort of pupils over a nine year period
from their year 3 performance in primary school through to their GCSE performance in year
11. At age 7, she found significant gender differences in favour of girls in reading
performance but not in mathematics. At age 10, boys were, however, performing significantly
less well in mathematics by age 10, with gender an important predictor of value added in
mathematics, though not in reading, during these years. Boys also showed significantly lower
value added in general compared to girls during secondary schooling up to GCSE, so that
overall disparities in absolute levels of performance between boys and girls increased during
secondary education up to age 16.

c. School resources
Based on a single cohort of 29,544 students in 690 schools in the fourth grade in Alabama in
1990-91, Ferguson and Ladd (1996) estimated a multilevel (or ‘linear hierarchical’) valueadded model for standardised pupil test scores in reading and mathematics. Their dependent
variables included the individual pupils’ prior attainment scores in the same subjects in grade
three, pupil-level gender, age and ethnic variables, the average fourth grade class size in the
school, the average characteristics of fourth grade teachers in terms of the percentage with
more than five years’ experience, their own test scores and the percentage with a Masters
degree. In addition, they made use of school data from school administrative records and
school district data from 1990 census data based on the local zip code level. The school and
district data included data on parental education, family income, the percentage of pupils in the
school who were eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, and the percentage of pupils in the
school’s fourth grade who were not in the same school in the third grade as a measure of pupil
mobility, together with data on school district enrolment, the percentage of pupils in public
sector schools, the percentage of the district that is urban, and a variable to indicate whether it
is a city or county district. Interaction terms were also included for several of these school and
district variables with some of the pupil-level variables.
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Their value-added model was found to explain from 54 to 62 per cent of the variation in pupil
test scores and from 59 to 80 per cent of the variation amongst schools. The pupil-level prior
attainment in the third grade reading score was found to be significant at the 5 per cent level in
positively influencing not only the pupil-level fourth-grade reading score, but also the fourthgrade maths score and the fourth-grade combined reading and maths score. The third-grade
maths score was found to be only significant in positively influencing the fourth- grade maths
score and the fourth-grade combined reading and maths score. Pupil-level African American
ethnicity was significant at the 5 per cent level in negatively influencing the fourth-grade
reading and combined score, though not the maths score. However, pupil-level African
American ethnicity had a significant negative influence on all three scores when included in an
interaction term with the percentage of the district that was urban. The age of the pupil was
significant in negatively affecting all three scores. While per capita family income in the school
district appeared insignificant, both the percentage of adults locally with 16 or more years of
schooling, and the total size of the district enrolment, had significant positive influences at the
5 per cent level on all three scores, with students eligible for free or reduced price lunches
having a similar negative influence.
The teacher test scores had a significant impact on the reading score, but not on the maths or
combined score. The maths score was, however, significantly positively influenced by the
proportion of teachers who had a Master’s degree. Class size was specified as a series of
dummy variables for different ranges of class size, several of which were found to be
statistically significant in the overall value-added analysis, and with each estimated coefficient
on the different class size variable taken to represent “the difference in student test scores
relative to the base size of over twenty-nine students”. They conclude that for fourth-grade
maths “class sizes of under nineteen generate student test scores that exceed those for the base
by 0.14 standard deviations. For reading, the estimated effects are somewhat smaller, about
0.05 standard deviations, and for the combined scores about 0.10 standard deviations. The
reading gains were found to level off at a class size in the mid-twenties. But for mathematics
and for the combined scores, gains in test scores occur throughout the relevant range of
reductions in class size. More learning apparently occurs in smaller fourth grade classes than in
larger classes, especially in math. Further investigation of the math gains indicates that the
gains from smaller classes are greater for girls than for boys; a class size of less than nineteen
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increases girls’ math scores by 0.17 standard deviations relative to the base case, while a
similar class size increases boys’ scores by only 0.10 standard deviations” (ibid, p. 279-80).

d. School processes
In view of Raudenbush and Bryk (1989)’s emphasis on the desirability of including school
policy variables as determinants of school effectiveness when data on these are available, it is
of interest to note that several school effectiveness multilevel studies have included variables
relating to educational practice within schools as explanatory variables. In a study of pupil
achievement in science in Israeli elementary schools, Zuzovsky and Aitkin (1991) found that
the degree of implementation of the new science curriculum at the school level, and related
activities, such as teacher participation in in-service training for more than 10 hours a year, had
a significant impact on pupil achievements in science. However, their study made use of pupil
current reading scores, rather than prior attainment, as a proxy for pupil ability. In a valueadded model which did take prior attainment explicitly into account, Plewis (1991) found that
the extent of the mathematics curriculum which class teachers covered was linked, though not
strongly, to the mathematics progress of infants in inner London schools. Gamoran (1991)
tested two versions of the way in which educational practice may impact upon pupil value
added in a multilevel model of the form:
yij = αj + βjx1ij + γjx2ij + δx3ij + εij

for i = 1, ..., nj, j = 1,...,m

(8.1)

where x1i is a measure of pupil ability, as proxied by their prior attainment in an earlier
relevant test, x2ij is a measure of pupil effort and willingness to work, as reflected in pupil
responses to an attitudinal questionaire, and x3ij is a pupil-level socio-economic background
variable. The additive version of (8.1) involves βj and γj constant across schools, but school
practices, as reflected in a school-level variable zj , boosting the mean of the random intercept
term αj in (8.1), through the relationship:
αj = α + χo zj + ϕoj

(8.2)

where ϕoj is the stochastic element of the school effect that is assumed to be normally
distributed across schools, with a zero mean. In contrast, the interactive version of (8.1)
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involves the intercept αj constant across schools. Instead, it assumes that school practices
provide individual pupils with the opportunity to raise the extent to which they can convert
pupil ability and effort into pupil achievement, through the school-level variable zj boosting the
parameters βj and γj on pupil ability and effort in (8.1), such that:
βj = β + χ1 zj + ϕ1j

(8.3)

γj = γ + χ2 zj + ϕ2j

(8.4)

where ϕ1j and ϕ2j are stochastic and independently normally distributed with zero means.
When these versions were tested on two US data sets of eighth grade test results in
mathematics and English respectively, Gamoran (1991) found that the results from both data
sets were consistent with the additive approach, with the school variables of more content
coverage in mathematics and a ‘higher quality of instructional discourse’ in English positively
related to pupil progress in their respective subjects. However, the interactive version found
support only in the data set for mathematics and only in boosting the coefficient on pupil prior
attainment.
Based upon their survey of the literature on school and teacher effectiveness, including that
based on value added studies, Sammons, Hillman and Mortimore (1995) identified a list key
school and teaching variables which they consider to be the ‘key characteristics of effective
schools’. These include (a) professional educational leadership within the school that is ‘firm
and purposeful’ and encourages the participation of others in the management of the school
participative; (b) shared vision and goals, unity of purpose, consistency of practice and
collaboration and collegiality amongst staff within the school; (c) the school being an orderly
and attractive working and learning environment; (d) concentration on teaching and learning
through the maximisation of learning time and an emphasis and focus on academic
achievement; (e) purposive teaching through structured lessons, adaptive practice, and wellprepared teaching with a clear purpose; (f) high expectations for all pupils that are clearly
communicated to them and which provide them with intellectual challenge; (g) positive
reinforcement of these expectations through discipline and feedback to pupils; (h) the
monitoring and evaluation of pupil and school progress; (i) raising pupil self-esteem through
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teacher attitudes and giving pupils responsibility and greater control over their work; (j)
supportive home-school partnerships and parental involvement; and (k) school-based staff
development and emphasis on the school as itself being a learning organisation. A similar
range of factors contributing towards the process of school effectiveness is identified in the
review of Reynolds and Teddlie (2000).
Hopkins and Reynolds (2001) have stressed the importance of the ‘context specificity’ of the
appropriate school practices that can boost a school’s effectiveness and value added. Teddlie
et al (2000) provide a review of the literature on such context-specific effective school
practices. Borich (1996) highlights the different teacher behaviours which are likely to be
effective for pupils in different socio-economic status (SES) areas. Differences between the
school practices which were associated with effective US schools in middle socio-economic
status areas from those in equally effective US schools located in low socio-economic status
areas have also been identified by Teddlie and Stringfield (1993). These included the greater
emphasis placed on external academic rewards in low SES schools, which tended to focus
more on basic skills rather than an expanded curriculum, with headteachers who tended to be
initiators rather than simply effective managers. Reynolds et al (2001) provide a review of the
literature on school improvement and school practice that is particularly relevant to British
schools in ‘challenging circumstances’, with Stoll and Myers (1998) providing a discussion
of the problems of boosting the effectiveness of schools that are initially in difficulty with their
educational performance.

e. Educational policy initiatives
Many educational policy initiatives have as their motivation the raising of the effectiveness of
schools in boosting pupil progress. One such initiative that has been subject to detailed
evaluation using multilevel modelling is the former Technical and Vocational Education
Initiative (TVEI) which sought to find ways of making education more vocationally relevant to
14- to 18-year olds across the ability range. In his study of the impact of TVEI in Scotland,
Raffe (1991) used a TVEI dummy variable whose coefficient could vary across schools,
alongside a pupil-level control variable to allow for the generally lower level of ability of
students on TVEI who were on projects. He found a generally favourable effect of TVEI on
self-reported pupil truancy, but not on educational achievement, participation in post53

compulsory education or employment, although the impact of TVEI varied across schools and
individual TVEI projects. While pupil-level prior attainment test data were not available, Raffe
used teachers’ ratings of individual pupils’ potential attainment assessed at the age of 14 as a
proxy for pupil ability. When this variable was omitted from the analysis, there was not only a
downward bias on the estimated TVEI effect but also a greater observed variability of the
effect across schools and TVEI projects, which Raffe attributes to wide differences in the pupil
intake across different TVEI projects.

f. Stability and time trends
An issue which arises in the context of the interpretation of the estimated school effect in
value-added analysis is how far the school-level residual is genuinely a reflection of
differential school effectiveness and how far it is instead the result of random or other
factors, such as those related to pupil background, which have not adequately been taken into
account (see Fitz-Gibbon, 1991). Thus, while both pupil background variables and the school
effect may each account for only a relatively small part of the variance explained, once pupil
prior attainment has been included as an explanatory variable, the omission of some relevant
pupil background variables may lead to a proportionately large change in the estimated school
effect.
If the estimated school effect in a given year is genuinely the result of other random factors,
rather than of other variables that are more stable over time, one might expect a high degree of
variation in the estimates of the individual school effects between years. In a value added study
of 34 secondary schools in a single LEA, Gray, Goldstein and Jesson (1996) compared the
levels and changes in the estimated school effectiveness for five separate successive cohorts of
pupils who sat GCSEs over the period 1990-1994 in order to assess the extent to which
individual schools improved their effectiveness over time. While there was a general upward
trend in GCSE point scores, both nationally and across these 34 schools, over this period, there
was also a significant variation across these 34 schools in the rate at which individual schools
improved their average GCSE point scores. When a value-added multilevel analysis was
carried out, there was found to be evidence of changes in individual school effectiveness over
time. Although the correlation between the relative school effectiveness of individual schools
in the years 1990 and 1991 was 0.88, the correlation between their scores for the years 1990
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and 1993 dropped to only 0.52, so that the relative value-added scores of individual schools
were not constant over this period.
Gray, Goldstein and Jesson (1996) also carried out a three-level analysis using year cohorts
within each school as an intermediate level between pupils and schools, with both the year
effect and pupil prior achievement effect allowed to vary randomly across schools . They found
that 17 per cent of the between-schools variation in pupil value added could be attributed to the
year cohort component. Thus, while there was a fair degree of stability in school value-added
scores over the period, there was also a degree of change in them. The year effect for each
school generated a coefficient that they interpreted as the annual rate of improvement for
each school. When the initial level of effectiveness in 1990 and the yearly rate of improvement
for each school were looked at together, there were found to be 6 schools out of the 34 with
statistically significant positive value added, 5 schools with statistically significant negative
value added, with the remaining two thirds of schools not departing significantly from their
expected pupil outcomes, given their pupil prior attainments. At the same time there were
found to be 10 schools that had statistically significant year effects, divided equally between
those which were ‘improving fairly rapidly’ (i.e. about 1 in 7 of the schools) and those which
were ‘improving more slowly’. Both some more effective schools and some less effective
schools were found to improve fairly rapidly over time, with some more effective schools and
some less effective schools found to improve more slowly. The correlation coefficient between
a school’s initial value-added score and its annual rate of improvement was positive, but not
large at 0.26. In general there was a tendency for schools which were initially found to be less
effective to also be improving more slowly. Part, though not all, of the explanation for schools
which were improving more rapidly was found to be a tendency by them to increase the
number of GCSE examinations for which their pupils were entered.
Gray, Goldstein and Thomas (2001) carried out a similar value-added comparison over four
successive years for pupil-level achievement at A/AS level across England as a whole using
pupil prior attainments at GCSE, gender and institutional type as explanatory variables. They
found that, while the cross-years’ correlations in estimated individual school effects were of
the order of 0.90 when pupil prior attainment was omitted as an explanatory variable, when it
was included these correlations dropped to around 0.75 for adjacent years, to around 0.62 for
cohorts that were two years apart and to only 0.55 for years that were three years apart.
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As Sammons et al (1996) note, Raudenbush (1989b) and Nutall et al (1989) have stressed the
desirability of adopting a longitudinal model for estimating school effects and their stability,
when longitudinal data is available. If the school effect is decomposed into an average effect
over a period of time and a time specific effect, Raudenbush (1989b) argued from his analysis
of Scottish data that school effects on overall attainment are more stable than they first appear.
However, Willms and Raudenbush (1989) found less stability prevailing in the school effect
for specific subjects, a finding reflected elsewhere in the relatively few studies of this subject
specific school effect stability (Sammons et al, 1996) .
Changes between years in the estimated school effect may result, however, not only from
random factors around a stable average effect, but also from genuine changes in the relative
effectiveness of different schools over time. Such changes may themselves result from factors
such as a new headteacher or other staff changes, as well as changes in school practices,
attitudes and priorities within the school. They may also result from a failure by the particular
school to keep up with the improvements over time in examination results which are achieved
nationally within the sample that is used to estimate their relative effectiveness.
The number of schools which exhibited patterns of sustained improvements or sustained
deteriorations in their estimated value added over the whole of a 4-5 year period of time was
found by Gray, Goldstein and Jesson (1996), Gray et al (1995), Thomas (2001), and Gray,
Goldstein and Thomas (2001), to be relatively small. The lack of sustained improvements or
deteriorations may itself result from a negative feedback mechanism whereby the
management tends to relax if it initially appears to be performing well, but comes under greater
pressure to improve if its performance shows initial deterioration. In addition, the lack of
sustained improvements in school effectiveness may reflect pressure to make feasible
improvements in school practices straight away to boost the initial school effectiveness after a
change in the school management, rather than spread them out over a period of 4-5 years.
Pugh and Mangan (2003) argue that even where there appear to be consistent upward or
downward trends over 4-5 years in a school’s effectiveness, these may still result from random
factors if the relevant model of its behaviour over time is not a deterministic trend-stationary
process (with random variations around a deterministic linear time trend over time), but instead
a random walk with drift (involving a difference-stationary stochastic process in which the
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school effective at time t equals its value at time t-1 plus a constant (drift) term plus a white
noise random error term).
Such a random walk process implies that past levels of the random disturbance terms exhibit a
powerful influence over the expected current level of school effectiveness. This itself may
imply that schools with an initially low level of school effectiveness because of their particular
past history will tend to be difficult to ‘turn around’, with cumulative self-reinforcing process
at work (see Stoll and Myers, 1998; Mayston, 2007a).

While any subsequent sustained

improvement in their estimated effectiveness may be due to stochastic factors, it may also be
due to a superior ‘drift’ factor that results from improved management of the school. The
ability to distinguish the two is likely to be aided by a close association between the valueadded analysis and the identification of changes in the management and practices of the school
which are likely to bring about improvements in its value added.
Significant differences in the rate of improvement in school GCSE scores over the period
1991-98 between schools in different circumstances were found in a study of over 300
secondary schools by Levacic and Woods (2002a). School improvement rates were found to
be influenced less by social disadvantage per se than by local school hierarchies. High rates
of improvement were found to be associated with low concentrations of social disadvantage
for a school compared to other local schools. Although there was greater scope for
improvement due to starting from a relatively low base of results, schools that had high rates of
social disadvantage relative to other schools suffered low rates of improvement in their GCSE
scores. There was also a tendency for these schools to find that their relative social
disadvantage increased over time in competition with more successful local schools, who
also tended to have the advantage of benefiting financially from a greater rate of improvement
and improved pupil demand. In a follow-up case study of three of the schools who had
substantially lower GCSE scores than the national average, Levacic and Woods (2002b)
examined the greater internal and external barriers to improvement which socially
disadvantaged schools face. These include the cumulative impact of within-school effects of a
more difficult and disrupted learning environment. They also included management processes
that proved less able to cope with these problems, and the cumulative contextual and school
performance effects that reduce the local competitive position of the schools and its perceived
attractiveness to pupils and their parents. While their analysis was carried out before more
recent targeted initiatives, such as Education Action Zones and Excellence in Cities, were
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underway and they did not carry out a multilevel value-added analysis to adjust the changes in
GCSE scores for differences in pupil prior attainments, the findings of Levacic and Woods
(2002a,b) reinforce the need to pay attention to the particular problems which face socially
disadvantaged schools in seeking to improve their GCSE performance.

g. Inspections
Based on a logistic regression for a stratified sample of schools, Cullingford and Daniels
(1999) claimed to find a significant negative impact of OFSTED inspections on the subsequent
proportions of 5 or more A* - C grade GCSEs obtained relative to non-inspected schools.
Using a multilevel analysis of GCSE results, Shaw et al (2003) find that ‘inspection had a
consistent, negative effect on achievement, depressing it by about one half of a per cent’ in the
case of county mixed comprehensive schools. On contrast, inspection was found to increase
achievement by about one per cent in grant-maintained mixed comprehensives, and had a
mixed effect for other types of school. However, a value-added approach was not adopted in
either study, with no adjustment made for pupil prior attainment or other socio-economic
context variables in estimating an inspection effect.

h. Contextual Value Added
In addition to pupil prior attainment, several groups of variables have been used in the
Contextual Value Added models produced by the DfES (2005) to take into account the
additional pupil- and school-level factors which may influence the rate of pupil progress. For
pupil progress between KS2 and KS4, between KS3 and KS4 and between KS2 and KS3, the
additional pupil-level variables include the pupil’s gender, their eligibility for Free School
Meals, their Special Educational Needs status, their ethnicity, their age, whether they have
been in care whilst at the current schools, whether they have moved between schools at nonstandard transfer times, and a measure of deprivation given by the Income Deprivation
Affecting Children Index (IDAC) score based upon the pupil’s postcode. The school-level
variables include the average prior attainment score and the standard deviation of this score for
the relevant cohort of pupils in the school. However, in the estimation of the extent to which
these additional pupil- and school-level variable contribute towards the prediction of pupil
performance, DfES (2005) notes that “even when we include contextual factors we find prior
attainment is by far the strongest predictor of outcomes”.
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In contrast to the earlier reliance of the published value-added scores on the levels which pupils
achieved in the relevant Key Stage, the point scores at KS2 and KS3 used to assess pupil
Contextual Value Added use ‘fine grades’ based upon the underlying marks which pupil
achieve at these Key Stages. As noted in Section 6 above, the earlier reliance upon levels
produced discrete jumps in the point scores, for instance from 27 points for level 4 to 33
points for level 5, in response to possibly smaller proportionate changes in the underlying
marks. Pupil who achieve the minimum mark for level 4 will now instead be assigned 24.0
points, while a pupil attaining marks at the mid point between the level 4 and 5 boundaries will
be assigned 27.0 points, and a pupil who achieves marks just below the level 5 threshold will
be awarded nearly 30.0 points. The ‘fine grade’ average point score in English, Mathematics
and Science is used to reflect pupil prior attainment at KS2 or KS3, together with the square of
the average point score, to take account of possible non-linearities in the influence of such
prior attainment on pupil performance. The differences between the pupil’s prior attainment in
English and in Mathematics from their overall average point score, using such ‘fine grades’,
are also included as pupil prior attainment variables.
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9. THE FUNCTIONAL FORM
A further consideration which may significantly affect the value-added assessments of
individual schools, and particularly those who are outliers in the overall distribution, is the
functional form adopted for the inclusion of the independent and dependent variables in the
regression equation for determining each pupil’s predicted outcome scores. Trower and
Vincent (1995), for example, found a cubic functional form to provide the best fit in their
analysis of value added in secondary schools. However, except when used as local
approximations, quadratic and cubic functional forms can have the counter-intuitive
implications of expected pupil achievements over some range being a decreasing function of
pupil prior attainment or of the other explanatory variables to which they are applied.

a. An economic formulation
One possible functional form for the production function for educational value added that can
bring together resource and other inputs alongside pupil prior attainment and other pupil
characteristics, and which ties in with economic analysis, is that suggested in Mayston (2007b).
This involves a pupil-level Cobb-Douglas educational production function of the form:

y ilhj = A lhj . F (mlhj ) .∏ x kilkjhj .∏ v silsjhj
α

kεS

β

(9.1)

sεG

where yiRhj denotes the level of educational outcome in subject h for pupil i in class R in school
j at a given stage in the educational process, such as GCSE. mRhj is the class size for class R in
school j for subject h. The variable xkiRhj denotes the level per pupil of resource k for pupil i in
class R in school h for subject j. S is the set of resource inputs deployed. The variable vsiRhj
denotes the level of pupil characteristic s for pupil i in class R in school h for subject j. G is the
set of these pupil characteristics, such as ethnicity and socio-economic background variables.
Also included in G is the level of pupil prior attainment, which we will designate as voiRhj , at
the appropriate earlier in the educational process, such as at KS3 or KS2. The parameters α kj
for all k in S, and βsj for all s in G are assumed constant for a given subject j. Each subject is
differentiated by the level or Key Stage at which it takes place, so that GCSE mathematics
clearly refers to a different educational output to KS3 mathematics.
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The resource variables, xkiRhj for all k in S, the set of all pupil-level resource variables, are
measured in real physical terms, such as the quantity of teaching time received, per pupil i in
class R in school j for subject h. The class size variable, mRhj, is included to permit
considerations of the extent of returns to scale in class size, as reflected in the function F.
These economies of scale may vary as the class size expands, reflecting the extent to which
educational output will be improved by teaching pupils together in a class of more than one
pupil, for a given level of teaching time and other resources per pupil. Thus a class size of 20
in which 20 pupils spends an hour together with one teacher may be more educationally
productive than twenty class sizes of one, in which each pupil receives only three minutes of
teaching time. However, as the class size expands diseconomies of scale are likely to set in
with a wider degree of heterogeneity of pupils in the class.
The term ARhj in equation (9.1) is a measure of the overall educational effectiveness of class
R in school j in subject h. Its overall educational effectiveness may result in part from class-

level resources, such as the qualifications of the class teacher(s), and in part from class-level
process variables, such as the number of disruptive pupils in the class, as well as from the
overall educational effectiveness of school j in subject h. We can denote by ykRhj the quantity of
class-level resource k that is deployed in class R in school j for subject h, for all k in Τ, where
T is the set of all such class-level resource variables (excluding class size, which is already
included in (9.1)). We can denote by usRhj the magnitude of the class-level process variable s,
for s ε Ζ, where Z is the set of all such class-level process variables. We may then postulate a
relationship of the form:
Alhj = B hj . ∏ y klkjhj .∏ u slsjhj
a

kεT

b

(9.2)

sεZ

where the parameters akj and bsj are assumed to be constant, and where Bhj is a measure of the
overall school-level effectiveness of school h in subject j.
The school-level effectiveness term Bhj may itself reflect in part school-level resource
variables, such as the qualifications of the headteacher, and school-level process variables,
such as whether or not the school has been re-organised in the last five years, as well as
national subject-specific factors, such as the content of the National Curriculum in that subject.
We will denote by zkhj the magnitude of the kth school-level resource variable in school j for
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subject h, for all k in N, the set of all such school-level resource variables. Similarly, we can
denote by wshj the magnitude of the sth school-level process variable in school j for subject h,
for all s in V, the set of all such school-level resource variables. We can then postulate that:
Bhj = D h . ∏ z khjkj .∏ wshjsj
c

kεN

d

(9.3)

sεV

where the parameters ckj and dsj are assumed to be constant, and where Dh is a parameter that
reflects factors affecting the overall national educational effectiveness in subject h beyond the
resourcing and process variables that have already been included in the analysis.
As emphasised in Mayston (2003a), the inclusion of resource variables into the analysis
enables issues of value for money and cost-effectiveness to be considered together with issues
of educational effectiveness. However, as Mayston and Jesson (1999) stressed, their inclusion
and effective deployment within the empirical analysis is dependent upon adequate data being
available on resource use within schools in a comprehensive and comparable form. The
Consistent Financial Reporting (CFR) framework that has since been developed by the DfES
(2006) has made considerable progress in developing a comparable database for different
school-level resource expenditure categories. More detailed comparative data on how
resources, such as teachers’ time, are deployed across different pupils and subjects are not
currently available, despite the potential scope for electronic timetabling systems to generate
such data.
Equations (9.1) – (9.3) have the Cobb-Douglas property of being linear in the logarithms of the
respective resource and non-resource variables. Equation (9.1), for instance, can be
transformed into the form:
ln y ilhj = ln Alhj + ln F (mlhj ) + ∑ α kj ln x kilhj + ∑ β sj ln v silhj
kεS

(9.4)

sεG

where ln denotes a natural logarithm, and similarly for equations (9.2) and (9.3).
The functional relationships (9.1) – (9.4) describe the efficient points on the educational
production possibility frontier, of the maximum possible levels of pupil attainment, given the
pupil and school resource and other inputs. Associated with (9.1) and (9.4) are the regressionbased relationships:
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ln y ilhj = ln Alhj + a j .mlhj + ml2hj + ∑α kj ln xkilhj + ∑ β sj ln v silhj + eilhj
kεS

(9.5)

sεG

where
ln Alhj = ln Bhj + ∑ a kj ln y klhj + ∑ bsj ln u slhj + θ lhj
kεT

(9.6)

sεZ

and
ln Bhj = ln Dh + ∑ c kj ln z khj + ∑ d sj ln wshj + µ hj
kεN

(9.7)

sεV

for the choice of F(mRhj ) = exp(aj.mRhj2 + bj.mRhj ).
The disturbance terms in (9.5) – (9.7) are made up of three parts for each subject j, with each
disturbance term assumed to have an expected value of zero. The first, µhj , at the school level
in equation (9.7), reflects school j’s relative effectiveness in subject h at the school level. It will
be positive for those schools which have a higher level of overall school effectiveness in (9.7)
than that predicted by the regression analysis, and negative for those schools which have a
lower level of overall school effectiveness than that predicted by the regression analysis. The
second disturbance term, θRhj , in equation (9.6), reflects relative effectiveness at the class
level. It will be positive for those classes which have a higher level of overall class
effectiveness in (9.6) than that predicted by the regression analysis, and negative for those
classes which have a lower level of overall class effectiveness than that predicted by the
regression analysis. The third disturbance term, eiRhj , at pupil level in equation (9.5) reflects
variations across individual pupils which are not wholly captured by the other terms in (9.6)
and (9.7), and which are not accounted for by pupil characteristics and by pupil-level resource
variations. If the dataset were rich enough, (9.5) – (9.7) could readily be extended to include
year group and also LEA-level effectiveness terms.
Insertion of equation (9.7) into equation (9.6), and equation (9.6) then into equation (9.5),
yields a multilevel model of the determination of pupil-level educational performance, based
upon an error component formulation in which the overall disturbance term is made up of the
above three disturbance term components. As noted in Section 11 below, issues arise in this
context as to the extent to which some process variables, such as those related to pupil attitudes
and school expectations, are endogenous to the overall level of school resourcing and
educational performance.
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Associated with the educational production function (9.1), we may write a pupil-level cost
function:

C ilhj ( p, y ilhj ) ≡ min ∑ p kj .x kilhj
xkilhj

kεS

s.t. Alhj . F (mlhj ). ∏ x kilkjhj . ∏ v silsjhj ≥ y ilhj
α

β

kεS

(9.8)

sεG

where pkj is the price of input k that school j faces, with p the associated price vector of all such
prices. This analysis permits variations in the cost of attracting teachers of a given level of
quality across different schools and localities.
Under the assumption that the prices, pkh , which each school h faces do not vary with the level
of its resource use, we may derive the pupil-level cost function associated with the educational
production function (9.1) to be:
C ilhj = (α j . y ilhj / Alhj )

1/α j

.∏ ( p kj / α kj )
kεS

α kj / α j

.∏ v silhjhj

−β /α j

sεG

.[ F (mlhj )]

−1 / α j

where α j ≡ ∑ α kj

(9.9)

kεS

involving the parameters ARhj, αkj, βhj and of F which may be estimated from the regression
relationship (9.5) – (9.7). In addition, (9.9) involves the pupil characteristics vsiRhj , including
the pupil prior attainment level voiRhj , together with the local prices pkj . It is important to note
that the cost function (9.9) will not in general imply constant unit costs per pupil or per unit of
the educational output. The approach of estimating the parameters of an educational production
function in (9.1) – (9.3) may well then differ from that involved in a costing model based upon
the use of average costs per pupil that are implicitly assumed to be constant over the range of
variation in the sample. From (9.9) we can also derive the inverse function:
α

y ilhj = Rilhjj . ( Alhj / α j )

1/ α j

. ∏ (α kj / p kj ) kj . ∏ v silsjhj .[ F (mlhj )]
α

kεS

β

(9.10)

sεG

that specifies the attainable level of the educational output yiRhj that can be obtained from a
given level of pupil-level resource expenditure, RiRhj = CiRhj, given the other parameters
involved. While costs and resource expenditure are measured here in money terms, equation
(9.10) involves a form of price deflator to adjust the overall monetary expenditure variable RiRhj
to real terms by taking into account the level of local inputs prices pkj .
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b. Other functional forms

A further alternative functional form for the educational function, to the standard linear
equations of multi-level modelling, which has been estimated empirically is that proposed by
Montmarquette and Mahseredjian (1985, 1989). This involves estimating a logit function of the
form:
y i = 1 /[1 + exp(−∑ β k x ki )]

(9.11)

k

where each individual pupil examination score, yi , is now restricted to range between 0 and
100 per cent. This is equivalent to replacing each output variable, yi , by the following logistic
transformation in the relationship:

qi ≡ ln[ y i /(1 − y i )] = ∑ β k x ki

for 1> yi > 0

(9.12)

k

In contrast to the standard linear form of the educational production function, (9.11) implies
that yi does lie within the bounds of the feasible range for the examination performance under
consideration. If a point score not involving 0 to 100 per cent is used, such as for GCSE grade
point scores that exceed 1.0, it can be readily transformed to one that does range from 0 to 100
per cent by dividing by the maximum possible point score.
Moreover, rather than following the linear assumption that the marginal influence of each of
the explanatory variables is constant across the whole range of pupil achievement, (9.12)
involves a non-linear S-shaped curve where the marginal impact of each explanatory variable
xki is greater around the inflection point at a 50 per cent points score yi than at very high or
very low values of yi . By adopting an inverse power transformation of (9.11), Montmarquette
and Mahseredjian (1985) generalise this S-curve to have an inflection point that is determined
by the data. In their empirical analysis of Montreal schools, Montmarquette and Mahseredjian
(1985) found, using Davidson and MacKinnon’s (1981) model specification tests, that this
transformation provided an improved model specification to the linear model. Using non-linear
estimation techniques, they estimated their inflection point at 68 per cent, and found using this
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transformation that variables such as class size, mother’s education and pupil IQ had a larger
estimated influence using the transformed value of pupil achievement than they did in a linear
specification of the model.
Another possible functional form for the educational production function and which “has
proved the most popular form in recent applied production economics” (Chambers, 1988, p.
168) is the translog function. This involves a quadratic functional form in the logarithms of
the m underlying input variables, of the form:

m

m

m

ln yi = β o + ∑ β ki ln xki + 0.5∑∑ γ kh ln xki ln xhi
k =1

(9.13)

k =1 h =1

where yi is the examination score of pupil i and xki is the value of the kth input variable, such
as prior attainment, for pupil i. The translog function (9.13) involves a flexible functional
form that provides a second-order local numerical approximation to a general production

function. However (9.13) also involves estimating a potentially large number of additional
parameters, namely the m(m+1)/2 distinct cross-parameters γ kh . The Cobb-Douglas production
function discussed above is a special linear form of (9.13) in which each γ kh is assumed to be
zero.
Although the cross-terms could be incorporated into a multilevel model using interaction
effects, their use in a value added context has not been widespread in published papers. Aitkin

and Zuzovsky (1992) argue that interactions may be fitted more powerfully within a multilevel
model by deleting the main effects from the model in order to reduce a major source of
multicollinearity that tends to increase the standard error of the interaction terms.
Other possible functional forms for the educational production function include those which
are linear in transformed output and input variables, using Box and Cox (1964) transformations
of the form:
y (λo) = (yλo – 1)/ λo for λo ≠ 0 , y (λo) = ln y for λo = 0

(9.14)

x k (λ k ) = ( x λk − 1) / λk forλ ≠ 0, x k (λk ) = ln x k forλk = 0

(9.15)
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Cases of interest include the semi-log case in which λo = 1 and λk = 0 for all k = 1, .., m. Here
each input variable, such as pupil prior attainment, has a diminishing marginal impact on a
pupil’s educational achievement, but which may also result in a potentially negative value to
examination performance. A further case of interest is that of λo = 0 and λk = -1 for xk > 0 ,
corresponding to the logarithmic-reciprocal model (see Johnston, 1987, p. 71) in which the
natural logarithm of examination performance is a decreasing linear function of the reciprocal
of the input variable xk. This functional form takes on a similar shape to the logistic curve, with
examination performance flattening out asymptotically towards its maximum value as the input
variable, such as prior attainment, increases to high values, but rises steadily as the input
variable increases over an intermediate range, and examination performance falls more slowly
towards zero as the input variable declines towards zero. The logarithmic-reciprocal curve can
handle cases where y is 100 per cent, though not zero. The logistic curve requires use of
maximum likelihood estimation methods if zero and 100 per cent values to y are possible (see
Gujarati, 1995, p. 556).

c. Stochastic frontier analysis

In conventional value-added analysis, as in equation (3.4) above, the stochastic disturbance
terms are typically taken to be jointly normally distributed (see Goldstein, 1995, p. 22), with
the school effect often interpreted as a measure of the school’s educational effectiveness. The
logarithmic formulation in (9.6) and (9.7) above fortunately avoids the undesirable implication
of possible negative values to examination results that such normality would imply. An
approach which would not necessarily attribute the stochastic disturbance term at the school
level to simply variations in the effectiveness of individual schools is provided by stochastic
frontier analysis. As proposed by Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977), stochastic frontier
analysis involves decomposing the stochastic disturbance term into two parts. The first
involves a random disturbance term v j that is assumed to be identically, normally and
independently distributed across all producers j , and reflects inter-firm heterogeneity due to
underlying random elements that are not adequately taken into account by the explanatory
variables of the measured inputs but which affect the position of the feasible production
possibility frontier for the producer. The second involves a non-negative disturbance term u j
that is a measure of the extent of the inefficiency of producer j , as reflected in the degree of
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departure of their actual output from their maximum feasible output for their given inputs that
is indicated by the production possibility frontier for the producer. The u j are assumed to be
identically independently distributed from a truncated normal distribution over such nonnegative values, with the u j and v j terms independently distributed.

Within the multilevel value-added formulation given by (3.4) above, this would imply:
qij = α + βx1ij + γx2ij + δsj + θj + εij where θj = vj - uj for i = 1, ..., nj ; j = 1,...,m

(9.16)

where vj and uj have the above properties. Only the - uj term would then be taken to reflect
school j’s educational effectiveness, with - uj being equal to zero for fully effective schools
and becoming more negative as school j’s educational effectiveness declines. If - uj
corresponds to the natural logarithm of an underlying multiplicative effectiveness term ς j , as
in a Cobb-Douglas formulation of the underlying educational stochastic production function,
the school effectiveness indicator ς j , will then lie between 1.0 for fully effective schools and
zero for completely ineffective schools. If the term value added is interpreted as a measure of
the educational effectiveness of the school relative to what the school could be expected to
produce, given its underlying production possibilities, then it is - uj

and the associated

indicator ς j which are relevant here. However, this requires the - uj term to be isolated from
the heterogeneity term vj , which itself may reflect additional factors, such as differences in the
underlying quality of the resource inputs into the production process which the school has
available to it.
Jondrow et al (1982) provide a method for separating out the two components vj and uj for
each producer in a standard single-level analysis. Battese and Coelli (1995) extend the basic
stochastic frontier model by assuming that the uj

efficiency terms are not identically

distributed across producers, but have a mean which varies linearly within producer
characteristics. Further extensions of the basic stochastic frontier model are discussed in
Kumbhakar and Lovell (2000).
Greene (2004) demonstrates the importance of distinguishing the effects of heterogeneity
between different producers from the assessment of producer efficiency in the context of
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international comparisons of national health care systems. However, Greene (2005) shows that
different approaches to incorporating such heterogeneity within stochastic frontier models can
produce “very different results” (ibid, p. 298). The application of stochastic frontier analysis to
multilevel models, and a comparison of different approaches to incorporating producer-level
heterogeneity, in the context of assessing the effectiveness of different schools remains an area
for further research.

d. Effectiveness evaluation and multiple outputs

A further important consideration in modelling the effectiveness of different schools, and the
impact which educational programmes may have on this effectiveness, is the multidimensional nature of their outputs. Secondary schools in particular typically contribute

towards educational attainment at more than one stage of the educational process, such as Key
Stages 3, 4 and 5, and in several different subjects.

One approach to assessing their

effectiveness is to make separate assessments at each level and for each main subject category,
such as English, Mathematics and Science. This approach is pursued in the formulation of the
educational production function (9.1) above, and in the multilevel estimations of the DfES
(2005) Contextual Value Added models discussed in Section 8 above.
However, an alternative approach would be to recognise more explicitly the trade-offs which
may exist between what is attainable for the school in each of these different directions,
particularly once resources are incorporated into the educational production function and the
budgetary constraints which schools face are recognised. An analytical technique which can
produce a summary estimate of the effectiveness of each individual school within this multiple
output context is that of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) (see e.g. Mayston and Jesson,
1988; and Cooper, Seiford and Tome, 2000). The effectiveness measure which DEA produces
is of its technical efficiency, which in the output-oriented case is inversely related to the
proportion by which each of its outputs could be expanded (holding constant its existing
output-mix), whilst still remaining in the production possibility set that DEA estimates based
upon a convex hull of the input-output vectors of schools in the sample.
Data envelopment analysis is a non-parametric technique that avoids the need to specify a
particular functional form for the underlying educational production function, although it still
involves other important restrictive assumptions, such as convexity and homotheticity (see
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Mayston, 2003). DEA also does not involve any stochastic structure and associated statistical
estimation, making its efficiency estimates potentially very sensitive to data inaccuracies and
measurement errors. A bootstrap procedure to estimate the sensitivity of DEA’s technical
efficiency estimates to stochastic variation of the efficiency frontier is developed by Simar and
Wilson (2000). Sickle (2005) finds in the context of panel data analysis that DEA performs
well compared to stochastic frontier and other estimators in a Monte Carlo simulation study of
the impact on the efficiency estimates of a range of misspecifications of the underlying intertemporal model.
As noted above, DEA’s central concept of technical efficiency involves holding constant the
producer’s existing output mix. A similar concept of output-orientated ‘radial’ technical
efficiency is indeed proposed in Fernandez et al (2005) for multiple-output production
functions that are estimated using other techniques than DEA. In the case of a school, this
would mean accepting the school’s existing balance of achievements at different stages of the
educational process, and existing balance of achievements between different subjects, such as
English, Mathematics and Science. However, a key part of the effectiveness evaluation of a
school’s performance is likely to be questioning this balance of achievements and examining
whether the school lags behind other schools in similar circumstances in each relevant
direction of educational attainment. As we have noted in Section 7 above, individual schools
may differ significantly in their relative effectiveness across different subjects and across
different pupil groups. While Farrell (1957) originally considered the concept of price
efficiency, in addition to his seminal contribution to the measurement of technical efficiency,

the measurement of price efficiency would require here knowledge of the prices to be placed
upon the different dimensions of educational attainment. In the absence of any such explicit
prices, there is a strong case for examining the school’s attainment in each relevant direction,
as in the above CVA analysis, combined with an awareness that there may be trade-offs
between what a school can achieve in each relevant direction.
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10. DIFFERENTIAL SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS
An important further extension of the basic value-added model of school effectiveness is of the
following form:
yij = α + (β + ξ1j)x1ij + (γ + ξ2j)x2ij + δsj + θj + εij

for i = 1, ..., nj ; j = 1,...,m

(10.1)

where ξ1j and ξ2j are assumed to be independent random school-level coefficients that may
still nevertheless be correlated with the school intercept term θj. The inclusion of such random
coefficients permits the responsiveness of pupil achievement levels, yij , to different pupil prior
attainment levels, x1ij , and to other pupil-level variables, such as x2ij , to vary across schools.
Different schools may then exhibit different degrees of effectiveness in a way which depends
upon the level of the pupil characteristics involved. One school may, for example, secure very
high achievement levels for pupils with strong prior attainments, but very low results for pupils
with weak prior attainments, whereas another school may secure less divergent results for its
pupils. Extending the value-added model in this way enables recognition to be given to the fact
that a school may be more educationally effective in adding value to some groups of pupils, but
less effective for others. Issues of equality of treatment and educational effectiveness across
these different pupil groups can also therefore be examined.

Using a form of (10.1) in which the pupil VRQ prior attainment score is the only included
pupil-level explanatory, Aitkin and Longford (1986) found no significant differences between
the schools in their sample in the slope coefficients on this pupil-level variable, once one
exception school with a much higher slope coefficient was removed from the sample. Nuttall et
al (1989) found significantly greater variability in the effectiveness of different schools

amongst pupils with high levels of prior attainment than for pupils with low prior attainment
levels. Similarly, Smith and Tomlinson (1989, p. 282) concluded that: “There are important
differences between schools in the balance of their success as between below-average and
above-average pupils. Nevertheless, the same schools achieve good and bad results both with
below-average and with above-average pupils. There is more difference between the results
achieved by different schools in the case of above-average than in the case of below-average
pupils. In other words, both a below-average and an above-average child benefits from going
to a good school: but the above-average child benefits more. This may be largely because the
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exam system is such that the below-average child has little prospect of getting results however
well he or she is taught”.
Smith and Tomlinson (1989, p. 272) also concluded that the best fitting model was one where
examination results in English were modelled separately and the coefficients on pupil prior
attainment in the second year reading test and on the country of origin variables included a
random school component. In this model, “the school level accounts for about 10 per cent of
the variance where the second-year reading score was high or low and for about 2 per cent
where it was average... Among pupils belonging to both broadly defined ethnic minority
groups, the proportion of variance at the school level is considerably higher. This means that
there are sharper differences between schools in rate of progress among ethnic minorities than
among the white majority”.
Trower and Vincent (1995) found in a differential slope version of the multilevel value-added
model for 39 secondary schools’ GCSE performance that the correlation between school
residuals for pupils in lower quartile (labelled Q1) of KS3 scores and those in the upper
quartile (labelled Q3) was 0.823, while the correlation between the school residuals for pupil in
the lower quartile and those with the mean value of KS3 scores was 0.970. They drew the
strong conclusion that: “It is clear that a school’s residual at Q1 can be radically different from
its residual at the mean or at Q3 and that the residuals at more than one point are need to give a
complete picture”, and that: “There was strong evidence that some schools have varying
degrees of effectiveness with pupils of differing starting attainments; a school may be better
than others with the more able pupils but do less well with its less able pupils. A single
indicator could not, therefore, tell the whole story since there were schools which would be
judged ‘good’ for pupils with one KS3 score but ‘not so good’ for pupils with another”.
However, while differences in ethnic background may differentially affect progress in English,
Gray, Jesson and Sime (1995) found ‘little substantive evidence’ for the existence of
differential slopes in any of the datasets which they analysed in explaining overall pupil
attainment in GCSE examinations. This is broadly in line with the findings of Jesson and Gray
(1991) that “pupils of different prior attainment levels did slightly better in some schools than
others”. This contrasts with the conclusions of Nuttall et al (1989) that their research based on
ILEA data “has found that school effectiveness varies in terms of the relative performance of
different subgroups. To attempt to summarise school differences, even after adjusting for
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intake, sex and t he ethnic background of the student and the fixed characteristics of the school
in a single quantity is misleading”. Jesson and Gray (1991) argue that this conclusion was
partly due to the cruder data on pupil prior attainment that Nuttall et al (1989) employed,
which were grouped into only three broad bands and tended to under-reflect the wide spectrum
of pupil intakes which ILEA schools admitted. When a more finely differentiated prior
attainment measure was used in a value-added analysis of the ILEA results, Jesson and Gray
(1991) found that “the estimates for the slopes showed little evidence that they varied
significantly”.
Sammons et al (1993) examined the extent of differential school effectiveness for mathematics
and reading in influencing pupil progress between entry in year 3 and at year 5 in a multilevel
analysis of a longitudinal database for junior schools in the Inner London Education Authority.
They found evidence of increases over time in the variance of pupils’ achievements attributable
to differences between schools, especially in mathematics, and marked differences between
individual schools in their value added. In addition, they found “some evidence of differential
effectiveness (differential slopes) of individual schools for pupils with different prior
attainment levels. For reading, school differences were found to be greatest for pupils with low
initial attainment. For mathematics, school differences were greater both for those with low
and those with high initial attainment, and lower for those with average initial attainment”.
However, as Sammons (1999) confirms, they found no evidence of differential school
effectiveness for different pupil groups differentiated by gender, ethnicity, FSM status or social
class.
Thomas and Mortimore (1996) adopted a different approach to assessing the differential
effectiveness of individual schools across different pupil groups. Instead of deploying the
differential slopes formulation (10.1), they divided pupils into three groups according to
whether they were ‘high, low or average attainers on entry to school’. They concluded from
their separate multilevel analyses of the school effects for these different groups of pupils that
“schools are significantly differentially effective” across these three bands of prior attainment.
Whilst the correlation between the school value-added scores for the highest and the average
prior attainment bands was 0.82, it was found to be only 0.44 between the school value-added
scores for the highest and the lowest prior attainment bands.
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Thomas et al (1997) found differential school effects, that were significantly different at the 5
per cent level, in total at GCSE and in several individual subject scores, over different levels of
prior attainment, across pupil gender groups, across Caribbean and other ethnic groups and
according to whether pupils were entitled to FSM. They also found significant differences
across schools in their trends in performance over the three years studied (1990-92) for
English, English literature and mathematics, but not for the total GCSE score, French, history
or science. In examining the consistency of the effectiveness of individual schools and subject
departments, they conclude that “the results suggest that all pupils in effective schools and
departments ... are likely to perform relatively well at GCSE but that particular groups of
pupils (such as non-FSM pupils) are likely to perform especially well. In contrast, it appears
that all pupils in less effective schools and departments ... are likely to perform relatively
poorly at GCSE but that particular groups (such as ‘other’ ethnic groups) are likely to perform
not quite so poorly”.
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11. MEASUREMENT ERRORS AND ENDOGENEITY ISSUES
A potential difficulty with the application of both OLS and multilevel regression approaches to
the assessment of value added is the possible breach of one of the standard requirements for
unbiased estimates to result from the application of these estimation techniques, namely that

the explanatory variables that enter into the educational production function are uncorrelated
with the residuals in the regression analysis for the school’s educational performance. In this
section, we examine two main ways in which such a correlation may occur. The first relates to
the existence of errors in the measurement of the explanatory variables that enter into the
educational production function. The second relates to the existence of other important interrelationships between these explanatory variables and educational performance in addition to
that described by the concept of the educational production function.

a. Measurement error

One interpretation of the concept of an educational production function might be as a
relationship between individual pupil educational attainment at a given stage g of the education
process and individual pupil ability, with school effectiveness in educating a given pupil in the
school reflecting the extent to which the individual pupil does achieve the maximum level of
educational attainment at the given stage g that their individual pupil ability implies that they
are capable of achieving. Such an educational production function might be written in the
form:
qijg = α + β aij + ηijg where β > 0

(11.1)

where aij is a true measure of the ability of pupil i in school j, and ηijg is an index of the
effectiveness of school j in educating pupil i at stage g of the educational process, where both
would be in logarithmic form in the case of a Cobb-Douglas production function.

For

conventional regression-based estimation, we may normalise the school effectiveness index by
setting E (ηijg ) = 0 .

In this context, pupil prior attainment at an earlier stage g-r of the educational process might
well be an imperfect measure of the pupil’s underlying ability. Using pupil prior attainment as
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the explanatory variable in a regression aimed at estimating the relationship between pupil
ability and pupil attainment at stage g will then involve an error in the measurement of the true
underlying explanatory variable in the educational production function. We may then write:
qijg − r = aij + eijg − r

(11.2)

where eijg − r is an error term that is assumed to be uncorrelated with ηijg and aij , and have a
variance

σ e2 , and the individual ability measure

aij

is

normalised

such

that

E ( aij ) = E ( qijg − r ) ≡ µ g − r , and hence E ( eijg − r ) = 0. (11.1) - (11.2) imply that:
′ where ε ijgr
′ ≡ ηijg − β eijg − r
qijg = α + β qijg −r + ε ijgr

(11.3)

where qijg and qijg − r are positively correlated, and jointly normally distributed under the
assumption that aij , eijg − r and ηijg are each normally distributed.

In seeking to estimate the assumed underlying educational production function (11.1) through
the regression equation (11.3) between pupil educational attainment at stage g and pupil prior
attainment at stage g-r, both OLS and multilevel estimation techniques encounter the problem
′ in (11.3) is now negatively correlated with the explanatory
that the disturbance term ε ijgr
variable of the observed pupil prior attainment variable qijg − r , since under the above
assumptions:
′ ) = − βσ e2 < 0
cov( qijg − r , ε ijgr

(11.4)

.
As in Gujarati (1995, p. 469-79), an OLS regression estimate of the coefficient β of the
assumed underlying educational production function (11.1) would be not only biased but also
inconsistent i.e. biased away from its true value even if the sample size increases indefinitely,
with an asymptotic value to the estimate βˆ of β given by:
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β ′ ≡ plimβˆ = β /(1 + (σ e2 / σ a2 )) = β (1 − (σ e2 / σ q2 )) < β

(11.5)

g −r

where σ a2 is the variance of the ability variable aij and σ q2g − r is the variance of the pupil prior
attainment variable qijg −r . The effect of such a downward bias in the estimate of β is to pivot
downwards the regression line, such as from the line AB with slope β to a line such as CD in
Figure 11.1 below, around the mean point, such as at M.
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FIGURE 11.1

Such a pivoting of the estimated regression line risks biasing the estimation of pupil value
added, if this is to be based upon underlying pupil ability. In particular, it will tend to reduce
the estimated value added of those pupils, such as at E, whose prior attainment is below the
average level of prior attainment (as tends to be the case in Academies). The estimated value
added for a pupil at point E in Figure 11.1 will be reduced from EH to EG, based upon the
estimated regression line CD, rather than the true underlying regression line AB corresponding
to the educational production function (11.1). In contrast, the estimated value added of pupils
with prior attainment levels greater than the average for all pupils in the sample will tend to be
over-estimated. For a pupil at point R in Figure 11.1, the estimated pupil value added will be
the positive amount RN, based upon the estimated regression line CD, rather than the negative
amount SR, based upon the line AB corresponding to the educational production function
(11.1).
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However, this assumes that we do have available an unbiased estimate of pupil ability to insert
into the estimated regression line CD, to generate our predicted value of educational attainment
at stage g, from which to compute pupil value added. If all we have are observations of pupil
prior attainment, then we need to take account of the positive correlation which exists between
the observed level of pupil prior attainment and the error term eijg − r in (11.2) between pupil
prior attainment and pupil ability. Such a positive correlation means that when pupil prior
attainment is less than its mean level, as at point E in Figure 11.1, the observed value of pupil
prior attainment, such as at q’, tends to be lower than the level of prior attainment, a’, that
would correspond to the pupil’s underlying ability. Conversely, when pupil prior attainment is
greater than its mean level, as at point R in Figure 11.1, the observed value of pupil prior
attainment, such as at q”, tends to be greater than the level of prior attainment, a”, that would
correspond to the pupil’s underlying ability. Adjusting for such bias in the estimates of
underlying ability would mean making use of the true ability level a’ for the pupil at point E in
Figure 11.1. When combined with the true underlying regression line AB corresponding to the
educational production function (11.1), this would lead to a pupil value added of IF that is
equal to the lower estimate of EG that follows from the regression line CD based upon the
observed level of prior attainment q’. Similarly, when the true level of ability a” for the pupil at
point R in Figure 11.1 is combined with the true underlying regression line AB, this leads to a
pupil value added of JK that is equal to the lower estimate of RN that follows from the
regression line CD based upon the observed level of prior attainment q”.
More generally, the expected value of pupil attainment at stage g, given the observed level of
pupil prior attainment at stage g-r, equals:
E ( qijg qijg − r ) = α + βµ g − r − β (1 − (σ e2 / σ q2g − r ))( qijg − r − µ g − r ) = α ′ + β ′qijg − r

(11.6)

using Mood and Graybill (1963, p. 202), where α ′ ≡ α + β (σ e2 / σ q2g − r ) µ g − r . α ′ and β ′ are
precisely the parameters of the regression line CD given by (11.5) and its associated interscept.
The estimated regression line CD based upon pupil prior attainment thus gives an unbiased
estimate of the expected value of pupil attainment at stage g, given the observed level of pupil
prior attainment at stage g-r, and hence of individual pupil value added. Thus, even in the
presence of measurement error, if we are forming our expectations of pupil attainment at stage
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g based upon an observed variable, such as pupil prior attainment, OLS regression analysis will
still give an unbiased estimate, and to this extent will still give an unbiased estimate of pupil
value added by the school at stage g of the educational process. Moreover, the OLS estimate
will be the best (i.e. minimum variance) linear unbiased predictor of the dependent variable
conditional on the observed values of the explanatory variable, so long as the above joint
normality assumption holds (see Fuller, 1987, p. 75).

b. The relevance of pupil prior attainment

It is important to consider here the underlying reasons for the disturbance term eijg − r in (11.2) in
the deviation of the observed level of pupil prior attainment from pupil ability. Rather than
being simply an error term, as our earlier interpretation supposed, the disturbance term
eijg − r may convey important information about the level of motivation and effort that the

individual pupil put into their studies by stage g-r of their education, compared to the mean
level of such motivation and effort for all such pupils. This initial relative motivation and effort
may indeed be relevant to the correct specification of the educational production function and
the associated identification of the extent of the school’s contribution at stage g of the
educational process. It may then be more appropriate to write the educational production
function (11.1) in the form:
′ where β , γ > 0
qijg = α + β aij + γ eijg −r + ηijg

(11.7)

′ is the new measure of school effectiveness for pupil i at stage g. If the normalisation
where ηijg
of the pupil ability index aij gives it equal weight to the pupil motivation and effort variable
eijg − r in the production of pupil prior attainment in (11.2) above, it is arguable that they should

have equal weight in defining the initial starting point of the pupil for defining the contribution
that is subsequently made by the pupil. In such as case, we may re-write (11.7) as:
′ = α + β qijg − r + ηijg
′
qijg = α + β ( aij + eijg − r ) + ηijg
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(11.8)

so that pupil prior attainment, rather than simply pupil ability, does become the correct
explanatory variable for measuring pupil value added if relative pupil motivation and effort are
relevant in this way. It will also be the correct explanatory variable if pupil prior attainment in
addition adequately reflects the pupil’s initial accumulated stock of knowledge and skills, that
may well also be relevant for defining the educational baseline for stage g. Such an
accumulated stock of knowledge and skills corresponds to the intellectual capital input into the
educational process outlined by Hargreaves (2001). While pupil motivation and effort at stage
g may be important factors in determining pupil attainment at stage g, the influence of any
change in their level compared to their initial value, will be attributed here to the influence of
the school during stage g of the educational process. There is then no measurement error in
using the pupil prior attainment variable directly as the explanatory variable, so long as there
are no further complicating factors.
An additional case of interest is where there are other factors that mean that underlying pupil
ability may make a greater contribution than the initial level of pupil effort and motivation, in
influencing educational attainment at stage g of the educational process. One such case is
where the pupil has English as an Additional Language (EAL) and their underlying ability is
initially impaired by their knowledge of English in securing a higher level of prior attainment
at stage g-r, for any given relative level of motivation and effort. The reduction in this initial
handicap as the pupil’s knowledge of English increases over time will enable their underlying
ability to make a greater contribution at stage g than it did at stage g-r, for a given relative level
of motivation and effort. Since this additional contribution is strongly correlated here with their
EAL status, the insertion of the additional EAL variable into the regression equation (11.8) can
seek to correct for this factor.
Pupil prior attainment may reflect not just pupil ability and relative motivation and effort, but
also wider socio-economic background factors which may limit the extent to which pupil
ability is allowed to develop to its full potential. The fact that pupil prior attainment can
encapsulate the combined effect of these many different influences itself reinforces the
desirability of using it as a primary explanatory variable in the regression analysis to assess the
value added by the school. However, if there are external factors, such as a change in the socioeconomic circumstances of the pupil and their family, which change the balance between the
different underlying variable that influence educational attainment between stage g-r to stage g
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of the educational process, then such changes also need to be incorporated into the regression
analysis to assess the value added by the school.

c. Measurement error in pupil attainment

Measurement error in the dependent error of pupil attainment at stage g will not itself bias the
OLS estimate of the parameter β in (11.8). However, it will increase its standard error, which
will be an increasing function of the variance of any measurement error for qijg (see Gujarati,
1995, p. 468). However, according to Davidson and McKinnon (2004, p. 313), “Unless the
increase is substantial, this is not a serious problem”.
Any remaining measurement errors in pupil prior attainment, or in other explanatory variables,
will produce biased and inconsistent estimates of the coefficients of the underlying structural
equation of the educational production function. As Bound et al (2001) note, “with
measurement errors in more than one explanatory variable, the bias on any particular
coefficient will involve multiple terms, and is hard to characterize. What should be clear is that
without some knowledge of the distribution of the error…, the situation is hopeless – the data
put no restrictions on [its] possible values” (ibid, p. 3716). As Goldstein (1995) notes more
generally, “The topic of measurement error estimation is a complex one, and there are, in
general, no simple solutions, except where the assumption of independence of errors on
repeated measuring can be made. The common procedure, especially in education, of using
‘internal’ measures based upon correlation patterns of test or scale items, is unsatisfactory for a
number of reasons and may often result in reliability estimates which are too high”. As
Browne et al (2001, p. 4) note: “in the case where there are errors of measurement in a
predictor that has a random coefficient, likelihood and moment based techniques become
intractable”. Alternative approaches to estimating the effect of measurement error in a
predictor are the use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation techniques if the error
variance, as discussed in Browne et al (2001), and the use of bootstrap procedures discussed in
Hutchison et al (2003).
As Bound et al (2001, p. 3709) emphasise, “Standard methods for correcting measurement
error bias, such as instrumental variables estimation, are valid when errors are classical [i.e.
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independent of the true level of the variable and of all the other variables, of the measurement
error in other variables, and of the stochastic disturbance term in the model] and the underlying
model is linear, but not, in general, otherwise …. Not only can standard fixes not solve the
underlying problem, they can make things worse!”. In order to obtain greater knowledge of the
nature of the error terms, Bound et al (2001) advocate the use of validation studies to compare
observed data with data obtained under circumstances that are less prone to measurement error.
They note (ibid, p. 3709) that: “One general conclusion from the available validation evidence
is that the possibility of non-classical measurement error should be taken much more seriously
by those who analyze survey data, both in assessing the likely biases in analyses that take no
account of measurement error and in devising procedures that ‘correct’ for such error”.
Gujarati (1995, p. 470) concludes that: “There is really no satisfactory answer to the
measurement errors problem. That is why it is so crucial to measure the data as accurately as
possible”.

However, as Newton (2005, p. 436), of the Research and Statistics Team,

Qualifications and Curriculum Authority, notes: “If we accept the need for educational
measurement then we must accept the inevitability of error. There is no such thing as
perfection when it comes to validity, reliability or comparability”. Some degree of bias in the
estimated coefficients in a value-added analysis away from their true value in an underlying
educational production function will then be a consequence of measurement errors in the
explanatory variables. However, knowledge of the true values in an underlying educational
production function becomes less critical when value added analysis is itself defined in terms
of a comparison between achieved levels of pupil attainment and their predicted levels,
conditional on the observed values of the explanatory variables.
There is nevertheless a need for further research using Monte Carlo simulation into the
sensitivity of estimates of pupil- and school-level value added, such as those provided by the

Contextual Value Added models discussed in Section 8, to possible variations in the observed
data within the range of their likely inaccuracies. This is particularly the case when these
estimates are obtained by an iterative process, such as that used by multilevel modelling, where
parameter stability and convergence to a locally close parameter estimate may not be
guaranteed under such variations, and when the number of explanatory variables and
associated coefficients is large. As noted by Kreft et al (1994, p. 334) in their review of
software packages for estimating multilevel models (including those which use Maximum
Likelihood estimation): “In general, it follows from our analysis that even if we restrict
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ourselves to only two-level models with random slopes, we have very complicated likelihood
surfaces. Maximising the likelihood is inherently a difficult problem, unless the model is
approximately true and the sample size is really large (in which case OLS will give very good
starting values). Investigators (if the past is any indication) will tend to choose models that are
too complicated … This leads to impossibly difficult search problems over the space of models
and to impossibly difficult likelihood maximisation problems. None of the programs reviewed
here can handle such problems gracefully”.
While the inclusion of a large number of explanatory variables, as in the Contextual Value
Added models discussed in Section 8 above, has its own attractions, greater parsimony in the
selection of variables may increase the robustness of the resultant estimates to departures from
the assumptions of the underlying multilevel model. The need for further research into the
impact of such departures, and the relative merits of multilevel and simpler estimation
techniques in the face of such departures, is emphasised also by de Leeuw and Kreft (1995)
and Morris (1995). As Goldstein (1991, pp. 90-91) has noted: “as in all statistical models, the
estimates we obtain are sensitive to the assumptions we make, and this will tend to be more
important for residual estimates than for estimates of the fixed and random parameters in the
model … As with many new techniques that promise a substantial advance in understanding,
multilevel modelling is not a panacea. Its power is limited, and it is certainly not a magic wand
that will allow us automatically to make definitive pronouncements about differences between
individual schools”.

d. Endogeneity bias

As noted above, a second way in which there may be a breach of the assumption that the
explanatory variables that enter into the educational production function are uncorrelated with
the residuals in the regression analysis for the school’s educational performance is if there are
other important inter-relationships between these explanatory variables and educational

performance in addition to that described by the concept of the educational production
function. As in Mayston (2000), these include other important inter-relationships may include:
i. the school’s level of educational performance influencing pupil numbers through parental
demand for places at the school, with pupil numbers entering into the educational production
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function if there are fixed costs and economies of scale in the production of educational output
for the school (see e.g. Bradley and Taylor, 1998);
ii. the school’s level of educational performance influencing local house prices and hence the

level of income of parents who can afford to live in the local area, together with a correlation
between parental income and the characteristics of the school’s pupil intake;
iii. the school’s level of educational performance influencing the quality of teaching staff

which the school it is able to attract;
iv. the school’s level of educational performance influencing the school’s income and
resources which it has available to it.

In addition, a correlation can occur if:
v. an intermediate level of pupil performance, such as at KS3, is used as a prior attainment

variable to explain pupil performance at a later stage, such as at GCSE, and the school effect
component of the residual in a value-added analysis for this phase of the educational process is
correlated with the school effectiveness at the earlier phase of the educational process within
the same school, such as from KS2 to KS3.
vi. individual pupil performance at an intermediate stage, such as at KS3, is correlated with
additional unmeasured factors, such as pupil motivation, that influence the pupil-level

residuals at the later phase of educational progress, such as from KS3 to GCSE.
The strength of the correlation involved in i. – iv. above may be reduced by:
I. time lags in the impact of the school’s level of educational performance on pupil demand,

local house prices, pupil characteristics, teacher characteristics and school income; and
II. a value-added analysis that generates value-added residuals to which parents, teachers and

school income are less sensitive than they are to school league table information on the
absolute level of examination results for the school.
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The existence of factors v. and vi. above would in particular suggest that the estimates of both
an OLS regression analysis and multilevel modelling may be biased by the existence of such
endogeneity if they focus on value added from KS3 to GCSE. Where both GCSE performance
and KS3 performance take place within the same school, the endogeneity bias is likely to be
significantly reduced by focusing not on pupil progress from KS3 to GCSE, but rather upon
pupil progress from KS2 to GCSE, and possibly also on pupil progress from KS2 to KS3,
where the prior attainment variable at KS2 is less likely to be correlated with the secondary
school residuals.
In cases where endogeneity remains a problem, Instrumental Variables techniques may
produce unbiased estimates if appropriate instruments are available (see Mayston, 2002). For
cases where the correlation is not at the lowest hierarchical level, here the pupil level, Rice et
al (1999) propose use of a conditioned version of the multilevel modelling estimation

procedure of Iterative Generalised Least Squares (IGLS). Using datasets of pupil progress from
GCSE to A-level, Spencer and Fielding (2002) show that the use of Bayesian Inference Using
Gibbs Sampling (BUGS) techniques can produce parameter estimates with lower standard
errors to those produced by instrumental variables methods for tackling the endogeneity
problem.
The existence of possible endogeneity bias is one of several issues in the estimation of pupil
value added that merit further detailed investigation within a follow-up research project that is
not restricted simply to the evaluation of the Academies programme. Other issues that merit
such an examination include the stability of the parameter estimates produced by multilevel
estimation, the role of resource variables, and the comparative performance of models with
different degrees of parsimony in their choice of explanatory variables. Each of these topics
raises important and interesting questions concerning the precise application of value added
estimation that apply much more generally than the evaluation of the Academies programme,
and deserve a fuller investigation in their own right. The DfES (2005) Contextual Value Added
has nevertheless made considerable progress in the development of the estimation of pupil
value added. While any conclusions based upon it will be contingent upon the assumptions
implicit in it, this will be true of any existing state of knowledge and should not prevent
provisional conclusions based upon it being made, albeit subject to these caveats.
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12. PROGRAMME EVALUATION AND COMPARISON GROUPS
a. Estimating the programme impact

One approach to incorporating the evaluation of the impact of the Academies programme into
a value-added framework is through the use of a dummy variable djt = 1 to designate the
possession of Academy status by school j at time t and djt = 0 to indicate the contrary. The
multilevel equation at time t would now become:
y ijt = α t + ∑ β kt x kijt + ∑ γ ht z hjt + d jt δ t + θ jt + ε ijt
kεP

(12.1)

hεS

where yijt is the educational outcome score for pupil i in school j at time t, xkijt is the value of
the kth pupil-level variable for pupil i in school j at time t, zhjt is the value of the hth schoollevel variable for school j at time t, αt, βkt , γht and δt are fixed parameters, and θjt and εijt are
assumed to be stochastic variables at the school and pupil levels respectively. The set P of
pupil-level variables will include pupil prior attainment scores and other relevant pupil-level
variables, such as gender.
Regression-based estimation procedures, such as OLS and those conventionally used in
multilevel modelling, assume that the explanatory variables, including the programme
participation variable djt in (12.1), are uncorrelated with the stochastic disturbance terms. One
method of ensuring this lack of correlation would be through an experimental design (see
Fitz-Gibbon and Morris, 1987) which ensured a random allocation of schools and pupils to the
programme to be evaluated, here the Academies programme. This approach would seek to
replicate the advantages of the use of randomised control trials (RCTs) in health sciences and
elsewhere (see e.g. Chambers et al, 1981; Montgomery et al, 2004).
Such a random selection from a wider population of schools and their associated pupils would
ensure that the comparison group of schools and pupils who were not part of the programme
were statistically equivalent to the participating group in all relevant variables except their
participation in the programme. The experience of the comparison group would then form a
counterfactual set of outcomes to the experience of the participating schools and pupils, with

the only relevant difference between the two groups being participation in the programme. The
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impact, δt, of positive participation in the programme at time t could then be estimated through
comparing the mean level of the outcomes for the participating schools with the mean level for
the comparison group schools, i.e.

δˆt = Yt A − Yt C

(12.2)

where ^ designates an estimated value and YtA and YtC are the mean values of the outcomes yijt
for pupils in participating and comparison group schools respectively (c.f Blundell and Costa
Dias, 2000).
In the absence of a formal experimental design, the extent to which selection into the
programme is random may to some extent be gauged by examining the similarity of the
distributions of the observable characteristics, xkijt and zhjt, across the participating and
comparison group schools. At least as far as the observable characteristics are concerned, a
comparison group might indeed be chosen using the criterion of similarity in the distribution
of these characteristics with that across the participating schools in order to approximate the
outcome of a random selection of schools into the programme.
However, even if the observable characteristics do have a similar distribution, there may still
still remain differences in the unobservable terms that influences the school- and pupil-level
effects in (12.1) and which cause their expected values across participating and comparison
group schools to differ. In such a case, the estimator (12.2) will not provide a consistent (i.e.
asymptotically unbiased) estimate of the underlying impact parameter δt for the programme.
Such will be the case if these unobservable effects influence the decision of whether or not a
school participates in the Academies programme and whether or not particular pupils attend an
Academy school.
In the case of the Academies programme, the availability of the Pupil Level Annual School
Census (PLASC) database means in principle that repeated cross-section value-added
analyses can be carried out on data for years before and after the implementation of the

programme using a ‘difference-in-differences’ (diff-in-diffs) approach.
The diff-in-diffs estimator of the impact of the programme is given by:
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δˆtD = (Yt A − YoA ) − (Yt C − YoC )

(12.3)

and involves the changes in mean outcome levels for the Academies schools and the control
group schools at year t after the programme has been implemented compared to before the start
of the Academies programme in a base year 0. The diff-in-diffs estimator (12.3) will provide a
consistent estimator of the programme impact δt in (12.1) so long as:

∆At ≡ E (θ jt + ε ijt d jt = 1) − E (θ jo + ε ijo d jt = 1)
(12.4)

= ∆Ct ≡ E (θ jt + ε ijt d jt = 0) − E (θ jo + ε ijo d jt = 0)

i.e. the changes in the expected values of the stochastic school-and pupil-level effects over the
period are the same for Academies and comparison group schools, together with:

E ( x kijs d jt = 1) = E ( x kijs d jt = 0) for all kεP and for s= 0, t
(12.5)
E ( z hjs d jt = 1) = E ( z hjs d jt = 0) for all hεS and for s= 0, t

i.e. the same mean values to the pupil- and school-level variables in the participating and the
comparison group schools.
Under these conditions, a ‘more robust estimate of the impact’ (Blundell and Costa Dias, 2000,
p. 437) of the programme can be made than is possible through using either Instrumental
Variables (IV) estimation or the two-step Heckman selection estimator (Heckman, 1979) to
model the participation decision when only one cross-section of data is available. The use of
the Instrumental Variables technique itself depends upon being able to find a suitable
instrument which determines programme participation, but which is not itself determined by
the factors which affect the outcomes (see Bryson et al, 2002). In addition the estimates from
the two-step Heckman selection estimation technique can be very sensitive to the assumptions
it makes regarding the distribution of the unobserved variables (ibid, p. 10; Puhani, 2000),
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though with Vella (1998) examining extensions of the Heckman approach to relax these
distributional assumptions and its parametric assumptions.
If conditions (12.4) and (12.5) hold, the diff-in-diffs estimator (12.3) will also provide a
consistent estimator of the average impact δt’ of the Academies programme on the
participating schools, even where the impact of the programme is not uniform across all
participating schools (c.f. Blundell and Costa Dias, 2000, p. 442). In contrast to the case of a
homogeneous programme impact, δt , in (12.1), we may have instead a heterogeneous
impact δjt of the Academies programme that differs across individual participating schools

j. (12.1) can then be modified to:
y ijt = α t + ∑ β kt x kijt + ∑ γ ht z hjt + d jt δ jt + θ jt + ε ijt
kεP

(12.6)

hεS

with δt’ the expected value of δjt for participating schools.
We may relax the condition (12.5) through use of the value-added adjusted difference-indifferences estimator:

δˆtDV = (Vt A - VoA ) - (Vt C - VoC ) where Vs ≡ E '(Vijs ) & Vijs ≡ yijs − α s − ∑ β ks xkijs − ∑ γ hs zhjs (12.7)
kε P

hε S

for s = 0, t, and where E’ denotes the mean value across pupils and schools in the relevant
group and the superscripts A and C refer to the Academies group and the comparison group
respectively.
Under condition (12.4), (12.7) will now yield a consistent estimator of the programme impact
δt in the homogeneous case (12.1) or of the average programme impact δt’ on the participant
schools in the heterogeneous case (12.6). In the heterogeneous case, the average programme
impact δt’ on the participant schools corresponds to ‘the Effect of Treatment on the Treated’
(TT). In the heterogeneous case, TT must be distinguished from ‘the Average Treatment
Effect’ (ATE) for a school chosen at random from the population who would be eligible for

the programme and from ‘the Marginal Treatment Effect’ (MTE) that corresponds to the
average effect for potential participants in the programme who are on the margin of
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indifference of whether or not they participate (see Aakvik, Heckman and Vytlacil, 2005, p.
20). While the diff-in-diffs estimator succeeds in relaxing the assumption that selection into the
programme only depends on the observable variables, this means that unobserved components
of the programme impact may still affect participation in the programme as temporary
individual-specific effects (see Blundell and Costa Dias, 2000, p. 442), so that if treatment
effects are heterogeneous across programme participants, the effect of treatment on the treated
may differ from the average treatment effect for the wider population of schools who might
have participated in the programme.
Angrist (2004) establishes conditions under which estimates of the Average Treatment Effect
(ATE) can still be derived from estimates of the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE)
using instrumental variables, even if treatment effects are heterogeneous across programme
participants. In particular, he considers the case where participation in the programme is
determined by a criterion of the form:
Di = 1 when γ o + γ 1Z i > ηi

(12.8)

where Z i is a (0,1) binary instrument and ηi is a random error term that is independent of Z i ,
with:
Di = Doi (1 − Z i ) + D1i Z i

(12.9)

so that Doi indicates whether of not individual i would be a programme participant if Z i = 0
and D1i indicates whether of not individual i would be a programme participant if Z i = 1.
When the impact of programme participation (i.e. the treatment effect) is heterogeneous across
individuals and individuals themselves have different characteristics, the expected outcomes
Y1i and Y0i from programme participation and non-participation respectively may vary
according to who is selected into the programme and who is not selected into the programme.
Angrist (2004) therefore models conditional expectation functions (CEFs) for the expected
outcomes Y1i and Y0i in the form:
E (Y1i Doi , D1i ) = a1 + b10 D0i + b11D1i ;
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E (Y0i Doi , D1i ) = a0 + b00 D0i + b01D1i

(12.10)

The first restriction that is sufficient to ensure that the Average Treatment Effect (ATE) can be
identified from the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE) that is estimated by instrumental
variable analysis is that:
b00 = b01 = b10 = b11 = 0

(12.11)

implying that there is no selection bias for participation in the programme. Participants in the
programme are a representative sample of all individuals in the population at large, so that
knowledge of their likelihood of selection does not influence the expectations of the outcomes
Y1i and Y0i . We then have LATE = a1 − a0 = ATE. However, in the case of Academies, the
schools selected in the programme are clearly not a representative sample of all schools in the
wider population, though they may be of a narrower subset of such schools.
A second restriction which is sufficient to ensure LATE = a1 − a0 = ATE is that:
b00 = b10 ; b01 = b11

(12.12)

so that the value of D0i has the same effect on the expected values of both Y1i and Y0i , and
hence does not affect the difference in these expected values, and similarly for D1i .
A third condition under which the Average Treatment Effect (ATE) can be estimated from
LATE is when:
b00 = θ b01; b10 = θ b11

for ∞ > θ > 0

(12.13)

so that the individual values of D0i and D1i affect the expected values of both Y1i and Y0i only
via the composite index D0i + θ D1i .
One special case of a heterogeneous programme impact that is of interest here is where the
programme impact varies according to how long a school has been open as an Academy. If the
programme impact is proportional to the number of years that any given school has been open
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a
, of the programme per year of
as an Academy, a consistent estimate of the impact, δˆtDV

participation in the programme may be obtained in a parallel way to (12.7) as:
a
δˆtDV
= [(Vt A − VoA ) − (Vt C − V0C )][nA(t ) /

∑T]

jε A ( t )

j

(12.14)

where Tj is the number of years which school j has been open as an Academy, A(t) is the set of
all Academies that have been opened by time t and nA(t ) is the number of Academies which
have been opened by time t.
The remaining condition (12.4) will be satisfied if
E (θ jt + ε ijt d jt = 1) = E (θ jo + ε ij 0 d jt = 1) & E (θ jt + ε ijt d jt = 0) = E (θ jo + ε ijo d jt = 0)

(12.15)

so that the expected values of the random individual pupil- and school-effects for the
programme and comparison group do not change over time. (12.1) and (12.7) still permit a
common overall rate of underlying school improvement, for both the Academies school and

the comparison group schools in the absence of the impact of the Academies programme,
through α t differing from α o . In addition, (12.15) is consistent with individual school-specific
effects, if these do not change over time. This may include heterogeneity in the production
possibilities that individual schools face, of the kind emphasised in the stochastic frontier
literature discussed in Section 9 above, so long as these effects are time-invariant over the
period of the evaluation.
Some persistence in the rate of improvement or deterioration of individual school effects over
time is also consistent with (12.4), so long as there is a common overall rate of change in the
expected value across individual schools of the sum of the pupil and school effects in the

Academies and comparison groups. If there is an underlying differential overall rate of
improvement between the two groups that is additional to the impact of participation in the

programme, the differentially-adjusted estimator of Bell, Blundell and Van Reenan (1999)
based upon repeated comparisons of the RHS of (12.7) over several years can still yield a
consistent estimator of the programme impact. Such an adjustment would be desirable if there
is evidence of a selection effect for schools to participate in the Academies programme in
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favour of schools who would otherwise have a different rate of improvement than the schools
in the comparison group.
Another selection effect of the Academies programme may be to attract more able pupils to the
Academies who would otherwise not attend the schools which became Academies. Where this
involves differences in the observable prior attainment scores and observable pupil
characteristics within the set P of such pupil characteristics in (12.1) or (12.6), systematic
adjustment is made in (12.7) for such differences. Where it involves differences in the mean
value of the unobservable pupil-effects εijs across the Academies and the comparison group
schools that change differentially as the Academies programme is implemented, the condition
(12.4) may not hold. The diff-in-diffs estimator (12.7) will then not give a consistent estimator
of the pure programme impact δt’ , but instead will include an effect due to the change in the
mean value of the unobservable pupil-effects εijs across the Academies and the comparison
group schools. It might be argued that this will provide an estimate of the overall impact of the
Academies programme, including that due to the increased ability of the schools participating
in the Academies programme to attract more motivated pupils.
One method of seeking to eliminate this secondary effect from the estimate of δt’ would be to
estimate the value added in (12.7) for only those pupils who were originally in the
predecessor schools to the Academy schools, and hence who did not self-select into the

Academies sample as a result of the school’s participation in the Academies programme.
However, this would still include pupils who might have continued to attend the school as a
result of its Academy status but who would otherwise have moved elsewhere. Some indication
of the importance of these effects may be gained through examining the changes in the profile
of prior attainment and other pupil-level characteristics, and rate of pupil mobility, of

Academy schools compared to those in the comparison group over the evaluation period.
Where there are measurable differences, they can be included within the sets P and S of
relevant pupil- and school-level variables, with only significant changes in unmeasurable
influences causing a breach of condition (12.4).
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b. Matching

A further approach to the evaluation of the programme impact is through the use of matching
procedures to pair each participant in the programme with a corresponding member of the
comparison group that does not participate in the programme. The conditional independence
assumption that is made in much of the literature on matching involves the assumption that for

the same set of observable characteristics X, the outcomes, here for {yijt}, are the same for the
comparison group as they would have been for programme participants in the absence of the
programme. Unobservable characteristics are assumed to play no part in distinguishing
programme participants from non-participants in the comparison group. This means that
knowledge of the observable characteristics X for participants in the programme and of the
outcomes for the corresponding members of the comparison group with the same value of the
vector X is sufficient to construct the counterfactual outcome for the programme participants
had they not taken part in the programme. The impact of the programme for each value of X
can then be evaluated as the difference between the mean value of the outcome for participants
in the programme with this value of X and matching members of the comparison group with
the same value of X. In the context of eqns (12.1), (12.6) and (12.7), the observable
characteristics for any given school j at time t correspond to the set Xjt = {xkijt, zhjt │kεP, hεS &
iεIj}, where Ij is the relevant set of pupils in school j.
Such matching according to the observable characteristics X can be preferable to a random
selection of members of the comparison group from a wider population of schools and pupils.
This is because it can increase the likelihood that members of the comparison group could have
been chosen for participation in the programme and bring closer together the expected value of
the unobservable characteristics of those in the comparison who would and would not have
been eligible to participate in the programme (see Blundell and Costa Dias, 2000, p. 447). This
makes it more likely that the conditional independence assumption will actually hold.
However, pairwise matching according to the vector X is likely to be difficult to achieve in
practice, once X involves a substantial number of variables, each of which may take on a large
number of values. In order to overcome this problem, Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) suggest
use of propensity score matching that seeks to match programme participants with a
corresponding comparison group member not with the same X value but simply with the same
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value of the probability, p, that they would have participated in the programme. By virtue of
the conditional independence assumption, p is simply a function, p(X), of the observable
characteristics X, and provides a single scalar variable on which matching is required under
propensity score matching, rather than on the entire multi-dimensional vector X. However, the
use of propensity score matching, in common with most other methods of matching, requires
the existence of a ‘common support’ for X, i.e. the same set of X values within the
comparison group as in the group of programme participants. If this condition does not hold
initially, some of the observations in the programme group may need to be discarded until a
matching with the available comparison group is achieved.
Hahn (1998) shows that, if the propensity score is known, its use can reduce the asymptotic
variance for the estimate of the average treatment effect on the treated, though conditioning on
the propensity score is not necessary for this effect to be efficiently estimated. Heckman et al
(1998a) show that, if exclusion restrictions are placed upon the set of variables from X that are
used to estimate the propensity score, the use of propensity score matching does not necessarily
reduce the variance of the resulting estimate, even when the propensity score is known. When
it is unknown, the estimation of the propensity score and the process of matching both generate
additional sources of variation. Heckman et al (1998a, p. 281) also show that exclusion
restrictions which reduce the dimensionality of the set of variables that are used to estimate the
propensity score help to reduce the asymptotic variance of the matching estimator by reducing
the estimation error from the estimation of the propensity score. Exclusion restrictions which
reduce the number of variables which are used to determine outcomes also reduce the
asymptotic variance of the matching estimator.
Smith and Todd (2005a) found that estimates based on the use of propensity score matching, of
the impact of the US National Supported Work programme that was previously studied by
Dehejia and Wahba (2002), are “highly sensitive to both the set of variables included in the
scores and the particular analysis sample used in the estimation” (ibid, p. 305). In addition,
Smith and Todd (2005b) emphasise the sensitivity of the estimates of programme impact to
small sample sizes. Similarly, Dehejia (2005) finds that the estimated treatment effect that
results from use of propensity score matching can be very sensitive to the specification of the
function defining the propensity score, and concludes that: “ Propensity score matching does
not provide a silver-bullet, black-box technique that can estimate the treatment effect under all
circumstances”.

In contrast, Smith and Todd (2005a) conclude that the difference-in98

differences matching estimators developed by Heckman et al (1997) and Heckman et al

(1998b) “perform substantially better that the corresponding cross-sectional matching
estimators” (ibid, p. 347), such as those associated with propensity score matching.
Heckman et al (1998a) prove that, rather than requiring the conditional independence
assumption, what is required for use of the propensity score matching method is a weaker
‘mean independence condition’. This requires that the expected counterfactual outcome for

programme participants had they not participated in the programme is the same as the expected
outcome for non-participants with the same propensity score (rather than necessarily with the
same complete set X of observable variables that may influence outcomes). However, in an
evaluation of a job training programme, Heckman et al (1997) test and reject both the
conditional independence assumption and the weaker mean independence condition. They also
test, but do not reject, the even weaker identifying assumption for their ‘conditional
difference-in-differences’ estimator, which computes the ‘diff-in-diffs’ estimator (12.3)

conditional on X. This assumption is the ‘difference-in-differences mean independence’
condition that is equivalent here to:
E (θ jt + ε ijt − θ jo − ε ijo X , d jt = 1) = E (θ jt + ε ijt − θ jo − ε ijo X , d jt = 0)

(12.16)

so that conditional on X, there is no difference in the expected values of the changes in the sum
of pupil and school effects between the Academies and Comparison Groups. Where matching
can be carried out on the probability of programme participation p, as in (12.24) below, the
equivalent condition is
E (θ jt + ε ijt − θ jo − ε ijo p, d jt = 1) = E (θ jt + ε ijt − θ jo − ε ijo p, d jt = 0)

(12.17)

In both cases, unobserved variables, in the form of individual school-specific effects, are again
permitted to influence participation, so long as the school-specific effects are constant over
time. A corresponding ‘regression-adjusted conditional difference-in-differences’ matching
estimator, where the regression coefficients are estimated from regression analysis across the

Comparison Group, is found by Heckman et al (1997, p. 631) to be ‘an effective method in
reducing bias’ in their study. They note that ‘it is more demanding in terms of its data
requirements than the cross-sectional matching estimators because it requires pre-programme
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data’. Where there is reliable relevant data both before and after an Academy opened, the use
of such an estimator thus becomes feasible.
If one assumes a specific functional form for the regression equation, such as (12.1), estimation
of the relevant relationship between the observable variables and the outcomes for the
treatment and comparison groups will yield predictions of the respective outcomes for
programme participants with and without the programme. As Blundell and Costa Dias (2000,
p. 449) note, “In this case, one can easily guarantee that outcomes being compared come from
populations sharing exactly the same characteristics” and that “not even the common support
requirement is needed to estimate the impact of treatment on the treated – a simple OLS
regression using all information on the treated and non-treated will consistently identify” the
average programme impact. However, if the regression analysis is not to involve
extrapolations on the basis of a potentially inappropriate functional form outside the common

area of the explanatory variables, the comparison group should be chosen to match as closely
as possible the underlying characteristics of the programme participants.
A remaining potential source of selection bias under matching arises if the unobserved
variables that influence the programme participation decision include transitory individual
effects. This might arise if a school-level variable, such as the percentage of pupils eligible for
FSM or average KS2 point score, were used in the participation decision, but were subject to
transitory disturbances, such as measurement error. Matching on the basis of such

participation variables as pre-test scores is then opposed by some authors, such as Kenny
(1975) and Preece (1989), because of its dependence upon distortionary transitory meanreverting effects. The transitory drop in average earnings of participants in government training
programmes identified by Ashenfelter (1978), which yields an upward bias in the estimated
programme impact, has been found to exist more widely by Heckman and Smith (1999).
However, they also found that the use of local linear matching and of conditional difference-indifferences estimators substantially reduced, though did not eliminate, the extent of selection
bias in their non-experimental estimates of the impact of participation in the training
programmes.
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c. Generating the Comparison Groups

According to DfES (2003c), “The Academies programme aims to challenge the culture of
educational underattainment and to deliver real improvements in standards. All Academies are
located in areas of disadvantage. They either replace one or more existing schools facing
challenging circumstances or are established where there is a real need for additional school
places...Academies will help break the cycle of underachievement in areas of social and
economic deprivation whether in inner cities, suburban or rural areas”.
An important indicator of under-achievement and under-attainment for the target pupil
intake of Academies is that of low pupil performance at KS2. A school which has had an
average KS2 score for its pupil intake that falls within the lower tail of the national distribution
of the schools’ average KS2 intake score has been facing educational under-attainment in its
pupil intake. Defining this as a key selection variable will at the same time enable a range of
values of other associated socio-economic variables to be included in the sample, in a way that
reflects the range of challenging socio-economic circumstances that foster the under-attainment
at which the Academies programme is aimed.
An alternative approach would be to focus on another single variables, such as the percentage
of pupils in the school entitled to Free School Meals (FSM) or for whom English is an
Additional Language, or on combinations of such variables. The OFSTED (2000) report
Improving City Schools, for example, examined secondary schools which were ‘more effective
than others in similarly disadvantaged areas’ and compared their performance with all
secondary schools which had greater than 35 per cent of pupils entitled to FSM, as well as with
all non-selective secondary schools. However, it noted that the FSM indicator was ‘a meagre
guide to the reality’ (ibid, p.10) of the causes of disadvantage and under-attainment. The
OFSTED (2003) report Excellence in Cities and Educational Action Zones: Management and
Impact simply compared Excellence in Cities (EiC) and schools in Education Action Zones
(EAZs) with the national average and with non-EiC schools. The NFER-LSE-IFS Evaluation
of Excellence in Cities (Stoney et al, 2002) in contrast selected for the 296 EiC schools “33
comparison schools, chosen from non-EiC areas that were located in broadly comparable
socio-economic circumstances”.
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Since the primary focus of the Academies programme is on under-attainment, the KS2
indicator has the advantage that it focuses on the major variable of the average level of pupil
prior attainment of pupils on entering secondary education, with DfES (2005) noting that

“prior attainment is by far the strongest predictor of outcomes”. The prior attainment variable
is itself the result of many local influences, including socio-economic deprivation, that
influence the level of educational under-attainment of the pupil intake into the school. If underattainment is the predominant criterion for participation in the Academies programme, one
application of propensity score matching would be to infer that schools with the same level of
average KS2 intake score faced the same probability of being chosen for participation in the
Academies programme. An indicator based on the school average KS2 intake score can
moreover be computed from the PLASC database. A Comparison Group for the Academies
schools can be generated from schools with similar average KS2 scores in the base year of
2002 before the start of the Academies programme.
To provide a further benchmark against which the performance of the open Academies can be
compared, additional variables may be included in the determination of the propensity score to
yield a further Comparison Group for the open Academies. As noted above, propensity score
matching enables several variables to be taken into account in estimating the determinants of
the probability of a school being selected for participation in the Academies programme. These
variables may include not only the average KS2 score of the pupil intake, but also additional
variables, such as the percentage of pupils who were eligible for Free School Meals, the
proportion of boys in the school population, the proportion of pupils assessed as having Special
Educational Need, with and without statements, and ethnicity variables. These variables may
form a subset Z of all the variables X that may influence outcomes, with the associated
exclusion restrictions resulting in reduced asymptotic variance of the matching estimator
(Heckman et al , 1998a, p. 281).
The estimation of the propensity score may then be achieved through use of probit or logit
analysis (see Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993, pp. 514-5). Probit analysis results in the
estimation of the propensity score for any given school h as the probability of its participation
in the Academies programme given by:
ph(X) = N(Zhb)
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(12.18)

where N is the cumulative normal distribution function, Zh is school h’s vector of the values of
its variables in the set Z, and b is a vector of coefficients reflecting the importance of each
variable in the determination of its probability of participation in the programme. Logit
analysis would compute a similar propensity score, given by:
ph(X) = (1+ exp(-Zhb))

1

(12.19)

d. Matching estimators

Once each Comparison Group has been identified, the programme evaluation can make use of
a ‘regression-adjusted conditional difference-in-differences’ matching estimator of the kind
which, as noted above, Heckman et al (1997, p. 631) found to be an effective method for
matching and reducing estimation bias due to selection. Such a matching estimator (ibid, pp.
629-31) can be expressed in the general form:
Dt ( R ) =

∑ω

jε A( t )

no n A ( t )

( j )[(V jt − V jo ) − ∑Wnon A ( t ) ( j, h )(Vht − Vho )] for X ε R

(12.20)

hε C

where R is a subset of the support of X for those values of X which prevail for the open
Academies. (12.20) involves a weighted sum across these Academies of the change which
each Academy has achieved over time in its value added, compared to a weighted sum of the
changes in the value added which have been achieved by each school in the comparison group
C. There are several ways in which the weights in these weighted sums may be chosen. One
method would make use of a symmetric, nonnegative, unimodal ‘kernel’ function G, such as a
standardised multivariate normal density function (see Lee, 2005, p.193), in which a greater
weight would be placed upon schools which were closer to the Academy in terms of their
observable characteristics Xjo, with the associated weights given by:
WnonA ( t ) ( j, h ) = G jh / ∑ G jl where G jl = G (( X jo − X lo ) / ϖ no )

(12.21)

lε C

where n A( t ) is again the number of Academies that have been opened by time t, no is the number
of schools in the comparison group C, and ϖ no is the band width used in the matching process.
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A special case of (12.21) is matching each Academy j with its nearest neighbour. For the first
Comparison Group that is defined in terms of average KS2 prior attainment scores, this would
be the school hj that was closest to a given Academy j in its average KS2 prior attainment score
in the baseline year. For the further Comparison Group that is based upon a wider set of
variables to determine the propensity score matching, it would be the school hj which is closest
in terms of its propensity score ph(X) identified above. Nearest neighbour matching then
involves use of the estimator
Dt ( R ) =

∑ [(V

jε A( t )

jt

− V jo ) − (Vh jt − Vh jo )]/ n A( t )

(12.22)

A third form of matching estimator uses local linear matching (Heckman et al, 1997, p. 630),
using the weights

Wno nA ( t ) ( j , h) =

G jh ∑ G jl ( X ls − X js ) 2 − [G jh ( X hs − X js )][∑ G jl ( X ls − X js )]
lε C

lε C

∑ G jl ∑ G jk ( X ks − X js )2 − (∑ G jk ( X ks − X js ))2
lε C

kε C

(12.23)

kε C

evaluated at s = 0 or t. A related form of matching that is advocated by Heckman et al (1997,
p. 630) and Heckman et al (1998b, p, 1041), in the context of regression-adjusted differencein-differences, and conditional difference-in-differences, matching estimators, makes use of
local linear matching on the probability of participation pj in the programme for each school j,
with

Wnon A( t ) ( j, h ) =

G jh ∑ G jl ( pl − p j ) 2 − [G jh ( ph − p j )][∑ G jl ( pl − p j )]
lε C

lε C

∑ G jl ∑ G jk ( pk − p j )2 − (∑ G jk ( pk − p j ))2
lε C

kε C

(12.24)

kε C

A fifth, and simpler method, involves the weights:

ωn n ( j ) = 1/ n A( t ) and Wn n ( j, h ) = 1/ no for all jε A(t ), hε C
o A( t )

o A( t )
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(12.25)

When inserted into the matching estimator (12.20), they result in an evaluation of the mean
effect of treatment on the treated (Heckman et al, 1997, p. 609), corresponding here to an

assessment of the average change in the value added that is achieved by the open Academies
over the period from the base period up to time t compared to the average change in the value
added that is achieved by schools in the comparison group C, as in (12.7) above.
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13. EXTENSIONS OF THE EVALUATION
a. Impact on disaggregated measures of educational performance

The analysis in Section 12 of difference-in-differences estimators, and matching procedures,
can be applied at a number of different stages of the educational process. These include in
particular examination performance at Key Stage 3 (KS3) and Key Stage 4 (KS4), with
associated value-added measures from KS2 to KS3, from KS3 to KS4, and from KS2 to KS4.
Such performance may be assessed not simply in terms of the overall Average Point Scores of
pupils at KS3, or their (capped) total point scores at KS4, but also their disaggregated
performance in English, in Mathematics and in Science. In addition, it may include an analysis
of post-16 performance for open Academies that have a Sixth Form, including both A-level
performance and the acquisition of advanced and intermediate vocational qualifications.
The analysis can be further extended into a comparison of the extent to which the open
Academies have succeeded in benefitting all of their pupils, or have tended to benefit some
groups of pupils more than others. The relevant groups of pupils may include pupils
distinguished by gender, those in ethnic minorities, students from particularly disadvantaged
backgrounds, and those with Special Educational Need.

b. Impact on other measures of performance

The analysis in Section 12 of difference-in-differences estimators, and matching procedures,
can further extended to a number of other measures of school performance. These other
measures include:
i. school attendance, and associated percentage rates of half days missed due to authorised and
unauthorised absences;
ii. school levels, and percentage rates, of permanent exclusion of pupils;
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iii. the proportion of pupils who stay in education after compulsory school age, and the
proportion of pupils who enter further or higher education after Sixth Form studies (where
appropriate).
Difference-in-differences estimators for each of the above additional performance measures
enable the changes in these performance measures which the open Academies have achieved
compared to those of their Predecessor Schools to be themselves compared to those changes
which have been achieved over the same period by a matched sample of comparable schools
with similar characteristics. All of these changes, moreover, can be analysed against the
background of the national trends in these performance measures over the same period of time.
In each case, the analysis is dependent, however, upon the availability of reliable data for each
relevant year.

c. Impact on pupil intakes

The overall impact of the Academies programme on the educational performance of the
schools in the programme can be decomposed into several components. The change, ∆y jt , in
the mean level, y jt , of the educational outcome scores yijt across pupils i in school j at time t,
compared to their mean level in the base year before the start of the programme, is itself
composed of the following elements:
∆y jt = ∆V jt + ∑ β k ∆xkjt + ∑ γ h ∆zhjt
kε P

(13.1)

hε S

where ∆V jt ≡ V jt − V jo for V js ≡ E j (Vijs ), ∆xkjt ≡ xkjt − xkjo for x kjs ≡ E j ( xikjs ), ∆zhjt ≡ zhjt − zhjo
for s = 0, t, and Ej denotes the mean value of the relevant variable across pupils i in school j.
The overall change in the mean level of the educational scores for school j is thus composed of
the change in the mean level of the value added Vijs for each pupil i in school j between s = 0
and s = t given by (12.8), plus a weighted sum of the changes which have taken place over the
period in the mean values of the pupil characteristics xikjs within the school and in the school
characteristics zhjt. The relevant weights are the coefficients β k and γ h of the respective pupiland school- characteristics in the value-added function in (12.8). For any Academy j that was
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open at time t, the corresponding school j at time s = 0 before the Academy opened is its
Predecessor School (or the pupil-weighted combination of its Predecessor Schools, if it had
more than one Predecessor Schools).
The introduction of the Academies programme may not only affect the mean level of value
added which each pupil achieves. By potentially providing more attractive local schools than
the Predecessor Schools which they replace, the introduction of the Academies programme
may in addition change the nature of the demand for pupil places in the new Academies
compared to pattern of demand for pupil places in the corresponding Predecessor Schools.
However, in order to assess the impact which the introduction of the Academies programme
may have over a period of time since the start of the programme, an allowance must be made
for potential changes which may have taken place over the same period of time in the socioeconomic characteristics of the areas from which the Academies draw their pupils, due to
wider demographic changes.
We will assume that:
xkjt = akt + xkjo + ckjt + bkt d jt + µkjt for jε A(t )

(13.2)

where akt is the change in xkjs at time s = t compared to time s = 0 that is due to national trends
which affect all secondary schools, ckjt is the change in xkjs which is due to local demographic
changes that affect Academy j, µkjt is an independently distributed stochastic term, and djt = 1
for those Academies which are open at time t, but djt = 0 otherwise.
In order to identify the impact bkt in (13.2) that is due to the existence of the Academies
programme, it is desirable to match the Academies with a Comparison Group that has
experienced the same local demographic changes that influence the nature of the pupil intake
over the time period. The identification of such a Comparison Group is complicated in practice
by the overlapping nature of the local areas from which many schools recruit their pupils, and
the lack of any simple geographical template for these overlapping areas. However, one
candidate for such a Comparison Group is the cohort of pupils which attended the same
Primary Feeder schools as the Predecessor Schools of the Academy in question. Relative
weights can be applied to each Primary Feeder to reflect their importance in defining the local
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areas from which the Predecessor Schools have recruited their pupils. In order to avoid
including in the design of the Comparison Group effects which result from the impact of the
Academies Programme, the relative weight on each Primary Feeder can be chosen to be the
proportion of the pupil intake into the Academy Predecessor School that came from the
Primary Feeder School in the base year of 2001-2 before the start of the Academies
Programme.
For each such Primary Feeder school, we will assume that:
xk lt = akt + xk lo + ck lt + bk lt d jt + µk lt for lε F ( j ), jε A(t )

(13.3)

where F(j) is the set of Primary Feeders for the Predecessor Schools of Academy j in the base
year. We will assume in the following analysis that the sets F ( j ) for jε A(t ) do not overlap, so
that their intersections are empty. The case where a school may be a Primary Feeder to the
Predecessor Schools of more than one Academy raises additional complications which we will
examine in more detail later.
xk ls in (13.3) is the mean level of pupil characteristic k for pupils in the relevant cohort of

pupils from Primary Feeder school l at time s = 0, t. akt is again a national trend factor which
is assumed to apply to all relevant cohorts of pupils for characteristic k between time 0 and
time t. We will assume that the local demographic trends ck lt in (13.3) and ckjt in (13.2) that
affect pupil characteristic k are such that:
ckjt =

∑

lε F ( j )

nlj ck lt /

∑

lε F ( j )

nlj for jε A(t )

(13.4)

where nlj is the number of pupils from the Primary Feeder school l who entered the
Predecessor Schools for Academy j in the base year. (13.2) - (13.4) imply that local
demographic factors affect the mean level of pupil characteristic k in Academy j to the same
extent as they affect a weighted average of the mean levels, xk lt for lε F ( j ) , of the pupil
characteristic k at time t for the cohorts of pupils from the Primary Feeder schools who served
Academy j’s Predecessor Schools.
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We will also assume that the expected values of the stochastic terms in (13.2) and (13.3) are
such that:
E ( µkjt ) = 0 & E ( µk lt ) = 0 for each lε F ( j ) and each jε A(t )

(13.5)

From (13.2) – (13.4), we can derive the following difference-in-differences estimator of the
impact which the introduction of the Academies programme has on the mean level of pupil
characteristic k:
′ ) where xks′ ≡
bˆkt′′ ≡ ( xkt − xko ) − ( xkt′ − xko

∑[∑

jε A( s ) lε F ( j )

nlj xk ls / nt

∑

lε F ( j )

nlj ] for s = 0, t

(13.6)

and where xkt is the mean value of xkjt across the set A(t) of nt open Academies at time t, and
xko is the mean value of xkjo across the set A(0) of Academy Predecessor Schools (or

combination Predecessor Schools, where there is more than one Predecessor School for a given
open Academy).
Under condition (13.5), we will have:
E (bˆkt′′ ) = bkt − bkt′

where bkt′ ≡

∑

(

jε A( t )

∑

lε F ( j )

nlj bk lt / nt

∑

lε F ( j )

nlj )

(13.7)

If the pupil characteristic k is the prior attainment level at KS2, the relevant cohorts of pupils in
the study of the determinants of the change in KS3 examination performance between the base
year of 2001-2 and 2004-5 will be those who took KS2 in the Primary Feeder schools in the
academic years of 1998-9 and 2001-2 respectively. Since this predates the introduction of the
Academies programme, in this case we may assume that the overall mean values of the KS2
performance of the relevant cohorts of pupils who left the Primary Feeders will be unaffected
by the introduction of the Academies programme. This implies that the corresponding
bk lt = 0 for each lε F ( j ) and hence bkt′ = 0 in (13.3) and (13.7).

The difference-in-differences

estimator given by (13.6) will then provide a consistent estimate of the overall impact bkt of the
Academies programme in (13.2) and (13.7) on the mean value of pupil characteristic k, here
the KS2 prior attainment level of the pupils which the new Academies succeed in attracting
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to the school, after netting out changes in this mean value which are due to national and local

demographic trends. This impact will itself not necessarily be zero, since even if the overall
mean values of the KS2 performance of the relevant cohorts of pupils who left the Primary
Feeders are unaffected by the introduction of the Academies programme, the range of pupils
each Academy succeeds in attracting from within the overall distribution of KS2 scores within
these cohorts may differ from that of its Predecessor School.
In examining the factors which may influence examination performance at KS3 and KS4 in
future years, we may be interested in the pupil prior attainment levels at KS2 for the cohort of

pupils who have entered the open Academies since the academic year 2001-2. The change in
the average level of KS2 prior attainment between the cohort of pupils who entered the
Academy Predecessor Schools in 2001-2 and the cohort of pupils who entered one of the open
Academies in 2004-5 is also of interest in its own right as an indicator of the impact of
Academies programme on the nature of the pupil intake which the Academies attract.
However, in order to separate out the impact of the Academies programme from the impacts of
national and local demographic trends, we again need to formulate the estimator in a
difference-in-differences form, such as (13.6), that makes use of a relevant local Comparison
Group, such as the cohorts of pupils from the relevant Primary Feeders.
In the case of the cohort of pupils who left the Primary Feeders in 2004-5 (rather than in 20012 before the introduction of the Academies programme) to go to either one of the open
Academies or another secondary school, it is possible that their overall characteristics were
influenced by the introduction of the Academies programme. It is conceivable, for example,
that anticipation of a very successful Academy might influence some parents to relocate in its
local area rather than elsewhere, and to send their pupils to one of the local Primary Feeders in
advance of their intended entry to the new open Academy. In such a case, the overall
characteristics of the cohort of pupils who left the Primary Feeders, not just for the new
Academy but also for other local secondary schools, might be influenced by the introduction of
the Academies programme. In such a case, the coefficients bk lt in (13.3) and (13.7), and hence
bkt′ in (13.7), might be non-zero.

The difference-in-differences estimator (13.6) will then provide a consistent estimator of the
impact bkt of the introduction of the Academies programme on characteristic k of the pupil
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intake into the open Academies, relative to the more general impact bkt′ which its introduction
has on the overall characteristics of the cohort of pupils leaving the local Primary Feeders. The
difference-in-differences estimator (13.6) may indeed be written in the form:
′ )
bˆkt′′ = ( xkt − xkt′ ) − ( xko − xko

(13.8)

involving the change over the period in the mean value of the pupil intake characteristic k into
the open Academies relative to its overall weighted mean value for the cohort of pupils from
the relevant Primary Feeders, compared to this relative mean value in the base year for the
Academy Predecessor Schools. The second bracketed term in (13.8) would, for instance, be
negative if all the Academy Predecessor Schools in the base year had recruited pupils whose
average KS2 prior attainment level was below the overall weighted average of the KS2 prior
attainment level for the base year’s cohort of pupils leaving the relevant Primary Feeders. The
first bracketed term in (13.8) would, however, be positive if all the open Academies in year t
recruited pupils whose average KS2 prior attainment level was above the overall weighted
average of the KS2 prior attainment level for year t’s cohort of pupils leaving the relevant
Primary Feeders. A combination of a negative second bracketed term and a positive first
bracketed term in (13.8) would imply that the overall impact of the Academies programme on
the average KS2 pupil intake characteristic would be positive, but again relative to any more
general impact bkt′ which its introduction has on the overall characteristics of the cohort of
pupils who leave the local Primary Feeders for the Academies or other secondary schools.
In order to focus on the main Primary Feeder schools from whom pupils have been recruited, a
Primary Feeder school can be identified as a primary school from which at least 5 pupils went
on to the secondary school in question in the baseline year of entry. The first Academies
opened in September 2002, and their opening may indeed have influenced their recruitment
patterns from primary schools in this year, compared to those which previously prevailed for
their Predecessor Schools. However, it is also possible that the impending opening of the
Academies influenced the recruitment pattern from primary schools into the Predecessor
Schools for a year or two in advance of 2002. In order to net out such an influence, a baseline
year of entry of 1999 has attractions for comparing the before- and after- effects of the impact
of the Academies programme on pupil recruitment from Primary Feeder schools. The baseline
then involves the pupil intake from Primary Feeders into the Academy Predecessor Schools in
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1999. Any subsequent change in the identity of primary schools from whom significant
numbers of pupils are recruited into the open Academies, compared to this baseline, will then
influence the magnitude of the impact of the Academies programme which is estimated by the
difference-in-differences estimator (13.6).

d. Impact on cohort heterogeneity

A parallel analysis to the above can be applied to the school-level characteristics zhjt , which
may be influenced by the introduction of the Academies programme, and by other changing
local socio-economic conditions. In the case of school-level characteristics, such as the KS2

average point score of the cohort, that are essentially the mean values of pupil-level
characteristics, the derivation of appropriate difference-in-differences estimators follows in a
directly similar way to (13.2) – (13.8) above. In the case of other school-level characteristics,
the analysis can be adapted to the particular characteristics. One such case of interest is the
standard deviation of KS2 point scores of pupils in the cohort, as a measure of the variability
or heterogeneity of the prior attainment levels of the school’s pupil intake. More generally,

the school-level characteristic h may be the standard deviation σ hjt of some corresponding
pupil characteristic within the school j at time t. In such a case, we may assume that:
2
2
2
σ hjs
= vhjs
+ ς hs d js + ξ hjs where vhjs
≡(

∑
ε

l F ( j)

nlj vh2ljs /

∑

lε F ( j )

nlj ) for jε A( s )

(13.9)

where vhljs is the standard deviation across pupils from the Primary Feeder school l of the
corresponding pupil characteristic from the mean value of this pupil characteristic for the
relevant cohort of pupils in Academy j, ς hs is a constant that reflects the impact of the
Academies programme on the school-level characteristic h at time t, and ξ hjs is a stochastic
term with a zero expected value, for s = 0, t. We may then achieve a consistent estimate of the
programme impact ς ht through use of the difference-in-differences estimator:

ςˆht = (σ ht2 − σ ho2 ) − (vht2 − vho2 ) with E (ςˆht ) = ς ht
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(13.10)

2
2
where σ hs2 is the mean value of σ hjs
, and vhs2 is the mean value of vhjs
, across the open

Academies for case where the time s = t > 0 , and across their corresponding Predecessor
Schools for the case of the base year s = 0.

e. Impact on Primary Feeder schools

One of the ‘intermediate’ objectives of the Academies programme (PwC, 2003, p. A1) is “to
help raise achievement rates of pupils in other local schools, including feeder primary schools,
by sharing facilities and expertise within four years of opening”. Although one may expect the
extent of the influence to be greater with the passage of time, an assessment may be made of
the average impact of the Academies programme over the initial evaluation period on the
achievement rates of pupils in relevant Primary Feeder schools, through adopting a similar
methodology to that described above. We will assume that equation (13.3) again holds for
Primary Feeder schools from whom the Academy Predecessor Schools have recruited their
pupils.
The derivation of a difference-in-differences estimator in this context will make use of a
Comparison Group Ω of Primary Feeder schools which are not affected by the Academies
programme. For each Primary Feeder school l in the Comparison Group, we will assume that
the mean level of their pupils’ characteristic k at time t can be modelled in the form:
xk lt = akt + xk lo + ck lt + µk lt if lε Ω

(13.11)

xk ls is again the mean level of pupil characteristic k for pupils in the relevant cohort of pupils

from Primary Feeder school l at time s = 0, t, and akt is a national trend factor which is
assumed to apply to all relevant cohorts of pupils for characteristic k between time 0 and time
t. Such pupil characteristic may in particular include their Average Point Score at KS2, both
overall and in English, Mathematics and Science separately.
We will assume that the local demographic trends ck lt in (13.3) and (13.11) that affect pupil
characteristic k are such that:
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(

∑n
ε

j A( t )

c / nt

l j k lt

∑n
ε

j A( t )

lj

) = ( ∑ nlo ck lt / ∑ nlo )
l εΩ

(13.12)

lεΩ

where nlo is the relevant number of pupils in the Primary Feeder school lε Ω . (13.12) implies
that the pupil-numbers weighted impact of local demographic trends is the same overall for the
Comparison Group of Primary Feeder schools as it is for the Academies group of Primary
Feeder schools. We may then define the difference-in-differences estimator:
′ ) − ( xkt′′ − xko
′′ ) where xks′′ ≡ ∑ nlo xk ls / ∑ nlo for s = 0, t
bˆkt′′′ ≡ ( xkt′ − xko
lεΩ

(13.13)

lεΩ

and where xks′ is defined in equation (13.6). If we also assume that the expected values
E ( µk lt ) of the stochastic terms in (13.3) and (13.11) are zero, the above estimator can be

shown to provide an unbiased estimate of the average programme impact bkt′′′ (given by (13.7))
of the Academies programme on the pupil characteristic k across the relevant Primary Feeder
schools, with:
E (bˆkt′′′) = bkt′′′

(13.14)

f. Impact on other secondary schools

The evaluation of the Academies programme may be further extended to the evaluation of
other local secondary schools on which they may have an influence. In some areas, the identity
of these other secondary schools may be obvious, due to a geographical clustering of schools.
However, in other cases, such as large cities, where several Academies are located, the impact
of the Academies schools on the performance of other secondary schools in the area may be
less clear-cut due to many cross-city linkages between secondary schools and the locations
from which pupils originate. A group of schools with whom these changes might be compared
is those schools which have had patterns of pupil recruitment from Primary Feeder schools
which overlap with the patterns of pupil recruitment from Primary Feeder schools which have
prevailed for the Academy Predecessor Schools. A Primary Feeder school is again identified in
this analysis as a primary school from which at least 5 pupils went on to the secondary school
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in question in the baseline year of entry, here 1999, after taking Key Stage 2 in the primary
school. A school is then defined as an Overlapping Intake School (OIS) to an Academy
Predecessor School if both it and the Academy Predecessor School recruited at least 10 pupils
from amongst their common Primary Feeder schools in the baseline year of entry, here 1999
for the cohort of pupils who went on to take GCSE in 2004. A search of the PLASC database
enables the identity of the Primary Feeder schools that send, or have in the recent past sent, 10
or more pupils to a given Academy or its predecessor school to be identified. Similarly it
enables all the other secondary schools which are or have recently been the recipients of 10 or
more pupils from the same feeder primary schools to be identified. These secondary schools
are then competing with the Academy for the pupils from Primary Feeder schools which have
supplied in the recent past both this OIS group of schools and the Predecessor Schools of the
new Academy. Such a competitive spur may indeed provide one of the main incentives for the
OIS group of schools to improve their educational effectiveness.

One main test of whether the introduction of the Academies programme has had a significant
effect upon the educational effectiveness of other secondary schools with overlapping sources
of pupil intake is an assessment of the direction and magnitude of the impact which this
programme has had on the educational value added of the OIS schools, after adjusting for
the changes in the pattern of pupil recruitment which the Academies programme may have

influenced. The impact of the introduction of the Academies programme on the educational
attainment of pupils in the OIS schools may be modelled in a parallel way to equation (12.1)
above, but now using the equation
yijt = α t + ∑ β kt xkijt + ∑ γ ht zhjt + ζ t m jt + θ jt + ε ijt for j ε A(t )
kε P

(13.15)

hε S

where m jt is the number of Academies at time t for which school j was an OIS school.
Equation (13.15) allows for the possibility of overlapping sets of OIS schools for different
Academies, as may occur if there is a geographical concentration of more than one Academy in
a region, as well as for cases where m jt = 0. In a similar way to Bettinger (2005), equation
(13.15) assumes that the stimulus given by Academies is proportional to the number of
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Academies for which a given school has been an OIS school. Other non-linear formulations of
their influence in (13.15) are indeed possible.
The overall impact which the Academies programme has on educational attainment may be
decomposed in a similar way to equation (13.1) above, into those changes which are associated
with changes in the characteristics of the pupil intake, and in school-level inputs, and those
changes which are due to improvements in the value added achieved by the OIS group of
schools as a result of the stimulus associated with the introduction of the Academies
programme. We may then define the regression-adjusted conditional difference-in-differences
estimator

ζˆt = [(VtO - VoO ) - (Vt C - VoC )] [nΦ (t) /

∑m

jεΦ (t )

jt

]

(13.16)

where each Vs term is defined as in (12.7), M(t) is the set of OIS schools for the open
Academies at time t, and nΦ ( t ) is the number of such OIS schools at time t. The estimator
(13.6) compares the improvement in the mean value added for the OIS group of schools,
denoted by superscript 0, with the improvement in the mean value added for a comparison
group C of schools that are neither OIS schools nor Academies, per average number of
Academies for which the OIS schools are OIS schools. Under similar conditions to those
discussed earlier, the estimator ζˆt will provide a consistent estimate of the impact parameter

ζ t in equation (13.15).
The impact which the introduction of the Academies programme has on patterns of pupil
recruitment can be assessed in a similar way to that discussed in Section 13c. above. Because
the changes in (13.6) and (13.8) involve changes over the period in the mean value of the pupil
intake characteristics into the open Academies relative to their overall weighted mean values
for the cohort of pupils from the corresponding Primary Feeders, they also reflect
complementary changes associated with the introduction of the Academies programme in the
pattern of pupil recruitment for overlapping intake schools, who recruit from the same set of
overlapping Primary Feeders as the open Academies.
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A high geographical concentration of Academies can also give rise to the additional
complication that one of the OIS schools is itself an Academy. Equation (13.15) can be
extended to include this possibility through the formulation:
yijt = α t + ∑ β kt xkijt + ∑ γ ht zhjt + d jtδ t + ζ t m jt + θ jt + ε ijt
kε P

(13.17)

hε S

where again djt = 1 denotes that school j is an Academy at time t, and djt = 0 denotes that it is
not, and where mjt now refers to the number of other schools in the OIS group for school j that
are Academies. Equation (13.17) itself assumes an additive effect of influence of Academy
status for the school itself and the influence on it of any other Academies whose Predecessor
Schools have recruited from overlapping Primary Feeders to those of the first Academy. Whilst
more complicated interaction terms between these different influences might also be included
in (13.17), a low degree of confidence is likely to be attached to their estimation whenever the
number of Academies that are also overlapping intake schools to other Academies is small.
Further complications can arise because of the existence of other intervention programmes,
such as the Excellence in Cities programme (Machin, McNally and Meghir, 2004), that are
similarly aimed at improving the performance of disadvantaged schools. Where some schools
are members of more than one such programme, such complications are further compounded
by the extent of their interactive effects, which may be best estimated by regarding such
combined membership of more than one programme as an additional form of treatment in the
list of possible ‘multiple treatments’. As noted by Hsu (1996), a range of pairwise comparisons
may be made between the relative impact of different pairs of treatment. The simplest in the
present context is the pairwise comparison between the relative impact of the Academies
programme and that of a control group in similar circumstances but which are not members of
another relevant programme. This would involve excluding schools from the Comparison
Groups discussed above that have been members of other relevant programmes, such as
Excellence in Cities. However, if the impact of the Academies programme on other secondary
schools is to be isolated from the influence of the other programmes on the other secondary
schools, it would also involve excluding schools that have been members of other relevant
programmes from the set of OIS schools that are considered in (13.15) – (13.17), and reducing
the sample size involved. Only the average impact of the Academies programme on the OIS
schools which were not in the other programmes may then be identified, though more complex
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methods of propensity score matching (see Lee, 2005, pp. 176-7) might identify wider
population effects. Imbens (2000) and Lechner (2001) show that average treatment effects
(ATEs) can be identified under a multiple-programme version of the conditional
independence assumption (CIA), that for any vector of individual characteristics X the

outcomes of all potential treatments are independent of how individuals are selected into the
different programmes. Using this version of the CIA, Lechner (2001, 2002) provides a
matching estimator to estimate the causal treatment effect of each programme based upon the
estimation of individual pairwise conditional programme participation probabilities and the
pairwise comparison of conditional programme outcomes.
If the list of other relevant programmes is considered to be a long one, through inclusion of
programmes such as Education Action Zones (EAZs) that may have had an impact on some
secondary schools in similar circumstances, the task of finding a large control group of schools
which have comparable characteristics (or similar propensity scores for being chosen as
Academies) to the Academies themselves, but which have not been members of these other
programmes, becomes a more difficult one. This becomes even more the case if some schools
have been members of more than one programme, since each distinct combination of different
programmes might be regarded as a different treatment, unless their effects are taken as purely
additive.
Against the background of a large number of policy initiatives which may have had an impact
on school performance over several years, an alternative approach is to seek to estimate the
average impact of the Academies programme relative to a comparison group made up of a
representative sample of schools with similar characteristics, or programme participation
propensity scores, to the Academies, who have been subject to a representative range of such
other programme initiatives. The objective of a new policy initiative, such as the Academies
programme, may indeed be viewed as to achieve better results than what in general has
preceded it for schools with similar characteristics, or similar chances of being selected for the
programme. The use of such a representative comparison group may then provide an
appropriate means of evaluating whether such an objective has been achieved.
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14. CONCLUSION
Value-added analysis provides an important methodology for assessing the contribution which
schools make to the educational attainment of their pupils. It can moreover be productively
linked to programme evaluation techniques in contexts where randomised control trials are not
feasible, particularly through the use of regression-adjusted conditional difference-indifferences estimators. By adjusting measures of pupil attainment, such as examination results,
for pupil prior attainment and other relevant pupil- and school-level variables, value-added
analysis not only isolates more closely the contribution which the individual school makes to
the pupil’s educational progress, but at the same time corrects for many of the factors which
would otherwise bias estimates of the impact which participation in an educational initiative,
such as the Academies programme, has on those schools in the programme.
Value-added analysis using multilevel modelling takes into account the hierarchical structure
of educational data in order to produce more efficient estimates of value added by individual
schools than those produced by OLS multivariate regression analysis of pupil-level data. The
use of pupil-level data itself has considerable statistical advantages over reliance upon purely
school-level mean data to assess changes in school effectiveness. Through its deployment of
multilevel modelling and adjustment for many relevant pupil- and school-level variables, the
DfES’s own Contextual Value Added estimates represent a significant advance compared to
earlier non-parametric value-added estimates.
By combining value-added analysis with relevant difference-in-differences estimators, the
impact of the Academies programme can be explored in several important directions that are
discussed above. Given the important contribution which value-added analysis can make both
to programme evaluation and to the assessment of school effectiveness, there is also a need for
further research more widely into the impact which factors such as endogeneity bias,
measurement error, choice of functional form and parsimony in the selection of explanatory
variables, can make to value-added estimates and their robustness, and into the relative merits
of different estimation techniques in the face of these additional considerations. While any
conclusions based upon existing value-added models will be contingent upon the assumptions
implicit in them, such further research can advance our existing state of knowledge of the
effect of possible departures from these underlying assumptions.
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